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SCULPTUREFROMCORINTH
(PLATES
91-97)
A N OVERVIEWof the sculpturalproductionof ancient Corinth through Greek and
I'XRoman times is made difficultby two factors.' The first is that the site was inhabited well into the Late Antique period, with lime kilns and invading barbariansresponsible for much destructionof the statuaryembellishment in the city. The second is that
only limited and specialized areas of the ancient territory have been systematically
excavated. The consequences are especially serious for our understandingof Greek
Corinth, since I share the opinion of those who believe that the CorinthianAgora has
yet to be found.2 As a result, our picture is severely limited, and the outline I shall
attempt here is bound to have major gaps and faults; rather than as a true historical
'The basic text of this article was presented in lecture form at the Centennial Celebration of the
AmericanSchool of ClassicalStudies at Athens, June 19, 1981. I am gratefulto the members of the ProgramCommittee for invitingme to participatein this festive occasion. My researchfor this topic was made
possible by a grant from the Penrose Fund of the AmericanPhilosophicalSociety and by a researchgrant
from Bryn MawrCollege. This financialsupportenabled me to spend several weeks at Corinth duringthe
summer of 1980, workingin direct contactwith the stones and utilizingthe bibliographicalresourcesof the
excavationhouse. My greatestindebtednessis to CharlesK. Williams,II, Director of the AmericanSchool
Excavationsat Corinth:not only did he grant me unlimited access to the Corinth materialbut he spent a
great deal of his time initiatingme into the intricaciesof the site and giving me the benefit of his deep
knowledge of the sculpturalfragments. Equallyhelpful on this last count was Nancy Bookidis. To both
scholars, as well as to the other archaeologicalvisitors at Corinth, I am particularlygrateful for much
helpful discussion and for unstintingwillingnessto listen to my theories. The ideal setting at Corinth also
contributedto make my summer one of the most profitablelearningexperiences of my academiccareer,
and I wish to recordhere my deep gratitude.
While at Corinth, I had the opportunityto read several doctoraldissertationsthat have been written
on Corinthiantopics. Of these, most relevant to my specific task was the excellent work by Catherinede
Grazia on portraits,which helped me a great deal. A useful gatheringof Aphrodite types has been compiled by Mary Ellen Carre Soles for Yale University. Essential to fathom the intricaciesof pre-Roman
Corinth is the University of Pennsylvaniadissertationby CharlesWilliams.I appendbelow a list of abbreviations for the most frequentlyconsulted and cited works.
= B. S. Ridgway, TheArchaicStylein GreekSculpture,Princeton1977
= C. E. de Grazia, Excavationsof the ASCS at Corinth:TheRomanPortraitSculpture,diss.
ColumbiaUniversity, 1973 (UniversityMicrofilm75-18-369)
= FranklinP. Johnson, Corinth,IX, [ii, Sculpture1896-1923, Cambridge,Mass. 1931
Johnson
= B. S. Ridgway, TheSevereStylein GreekSculpture,Princeton1970
SevereStyle
Stemmer
= K. Stemmer, Untersuchungen
zur Typologie,Chronologieund Ikonographieder Panzerstatuen,ArchForsch
4, Berlin 1978
= MaryC. Sturgeon, Corinth,IX, ii, Sculpture.TheReliefsfrom the Theater,Princeton1977
Sturgeon
Vermeule
= C. C. Vermeule, RomanImperialArt in GreeceandAsia Minor,Cambridge,Mass. 1968
Williams, Cults= Charles K. Williams, II, Pre-RomanCults in the Area of the Forumqf AncientCorinth,
diss. Universityof Pennsylvania,1978 (UniversityMicrofilm78-24-770)
Wiseman
= J. Wiseman, "Corinth and Rome I: 228 B.C.-A.D. 267," ANRW II: 7, 1, 1979, pp.
438-548
2See, e.g., Williams, Cults,passim,and Hesperia39, 1970, pp. 32-39; Wiseman, pp. 488-489.
ArchaicStyle
De Grazia
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reconstruction,it should therefore be taken as a personalinterpretationof the sculptural
clues availableat present, open to revision whenever new evidence suggests it.3 I shall
also try to mention as many monuments as possible within the limits of my task, in
order to call deserved attention to the abundantsculpturefrom Corinth which is, at the
least, alwaysinterestingand, in many instances, outstanding.
THE ARCHAICPERIOD

Ancient sources suggest that Corinth may have been the birthplaceof architectural
decorationand of clay relief, and modern scholars have often hailed it as an important
sculpturalcenter where Greek monumental stone statuarymay have originated.4Corinthian influence at Thermon, Corfu, Syracuse, and on neighboringPeloponnesian territory is usually taken as 'proofof sculpturaleminence at the site itself. Yet this theory is
not supportedby our present evidence, despite the fact that systematic excavations of
two early sanctuaries,of Poseidon at Isthmia and of Apollo in the city itself, have given
ample proof of Corinthian architecturalskills.5 Lack of good local marble must have
seriously hamperedthe development of a strong school of carving in hard stones, and
marble, when imported, may have come alreadyfashioned. This is suggested not only
by the elegant Tenea "Apollo" with its Ionic component6 but also by the occasional
fragment from Corinth itself. A life-sized knee in Naxian marble (P1. 91:a)7 recalls
some of the mid-6th-centurykouroi in Delos, and a large horse's muzzle, if not archaistic, may have been importedfrom Athens, perhapsfor the statue of a Dioskouros, if
later evidence for Corinthian cults can be projected back in time.8 A large marble
3I must claim complete responsibilityfor the dates given to the various monuments consideredin this
paper,unless a differentsource is explicitlycited. Not all importantpieces from Corinthcould be included
in my survey, and my selection is inevitablysubjective.I have attemptedwhenever possible, however, to
correcterroneousstatementsin Johnson or to updatethe publishedaccounts.Inventorynumbersare those
of the CorinthMuseum unless otherwisestated.
4For the ancient sources, see, e.g., Pindar, Olympianxiii.20-22, for the invention of the pediment;
Pliny, N.H. xxxv.151-152, for the invention of clay relief, and architecturaldecorationtaken by Demaratos
to Italy.See also C. K. Williamsin Stele (memorialvolume for N. Kontoleon), Athens 1980, pp. 345-350.
For modern sources see, e.g., K. Wallenstein, Korinthische
Plastikdes 7. und 6. Jahrhunderts
v. Chr., Bonn
1971, but cf. ArchaicStyle, pp. 33, 42, 190-191.
5Earlytemple of Poseidon at Isthmia:0. Broneer, Isthmia,I, Templeof Poseidon,Princeton 1971; early
temple of Apollo at Corinth:H. S. Robinson, Hesperia45, 1976, pp. 224-235. In my accountI have concentratedprimarilyon the materialfrom Corinth itself, eliminating,by and large, finds from Isthmiaor from
outlying areas. Occasionalmentions of Isthmia are made inevitable by the connections between the two
sites. A forthcomingvolume in the Isthmiaseries, by MaryC. Sturgeon,will publishthe sculpturefrom the
Sanctuaryof Poseidon;Steven Lattimoreis workingon the sculpturalfinds from other areasof the site.
6Tenea "Apollo":G. M. A. Richter, Kouroi,3rd ed., London 1970, no. 73, figs. 245-250; cf. Archaic
Style, p. 70.
7Marbleright knee: S 614; from the excavationsat the beginningof this century, cataloguedtogether
with a group of fragmentsof unknown provenience and mixed date. Unpublished.For the renderingcf.
Richter, op. cit., no. 110, fig. 341 (Kouros A 4051, Delos Museum); no. 111, fig. 342 (Kouros A 4083,
Delos Museum).
8Horse's muzzle: S 2833, from manhole C in Gymnasiumcomplex. J. Wiseman, Hesperia36, 1967,'
pp. 421-422, pl. 89:b. Although most Archaichorses lack preciselythat portionof the face, the two vertical
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sphinx of mid-6th-centurydate, however, has been preliminarilydescribed as made in
local stone and may well be local work.9
Conversely, the abundanceof good clay and soft, fine-grainedlimestone probably
helped shape preferencesand skills. An active school in poros sculpture, capitalizingon
the architecturalachievements of the previous two centuries, flourished during the 6th
century B.C., and this type of carving can be documented into the late Roman period.
Fragments of poros kouroi, both from Corinth and Isthmia, may represent local translation into the more fragile medium of the type of dedicationbeing producedin marble
by the islands, while poros sirens, sphinxes, and lions seem to reflect influence from
Corinthianpainting and metalwork.10Schools of terracottasculpture may have started
by the late 7th century; certainly by 550 clay was widely exploited, and exported, for
sizeable figures in the round: acroterialsphinxes and Nikai, pedimental compositions
and votive "kouroi"of the drapedvariety, and this abundantproductionextends to the
incisions between the nostrils of the Corinthiananimal and the radiatinglines on the upper lip occur, in
comparablefashion, on horses from the Athenian Akropolis, although all incisions tend to follow curving
patternsand the lip markingsare rarer. See, however, the fragmentaryhorses attributedto the Rampin
Horsemanand its companion:Akr. inv. 565 and 540, H. Schrader,E. Langlotzand W.-H. Schuchhardt,Die
derAkropolis,Frankfurtam Main 1939, no. 312, pl. 137 and fig. 229 on p. 220.
archaischenMarmorbildwerke
That the Akropolisgroup depicted the Dioskouroi is advocatedby some authorsand may be significantin
the light of the Corinthianconnection. The rounded nostril, however, with upper overlap present in the
Corinthiansnout cannot be exactly matched in Archaic Athenian horses, while this apparentinterruption
in the flesh is emphasizedin Hellenisticand Roman examples. Thus a later date for the Corinthianfragment cannot be excluded, given the importanceof archaisticsculpture in Corinth and the fact that the
snout was found together with a kore breast which is definitely archaistic:S 2832, Hesperia36, 1967, p.
422, pl. 89:c.
9The sphinx, on displayin the CorinthMuseum, is a chance find and has not yet been fully published;
for preliminarynotices see AAA 6, 1973, pp. 181-188; BCH 97, 1973, pp. 248-287, figs. 65-70; AEXr29,
1973-1974, B' 2 [19791, p. 200, pls. 141, 142. Note the labor-savingasymmetriesin the renderingof the
hair; the unusual position of the tail may suggest that the sculptor was unfamiliarwith, and therefore
mistrustfulof, the technicalpropertiesof marble.Lack of marbleseems to have been felt, to some extent,
even by Roman Corinth,when sculpturewas recut to suit later styles or statuarywas producedfrom architecturalblocks. See below, footnote 79 and pp. 446-447 and 447-448.
'0Poros kouroi: N. Bookidis, "ArchaicSculpturesfrom Corinth (From the Notes of EdwardCapps,
Jr.)," Hesperia39, 1970, pp. 313-325; B. S. Ridgway,"A Poros Kouros from Isthmia," Hesperia44, 1975,
pp. 426-430. More fragmentsof poros sculpture,from the area of the Apollo temple, are being studied for
publicationby Kim Hartswick.
Poros siren: S 1473; ArchaicStyle, pp. 161, 180, figs. 47-49; A. N. Stillwell, Corinth,XV, i, The
Baltimore1948, pp. 70-71, pls. 26, 27.
Potters'Quatrter,
Poros sphinx:S 2230; J. C. Wright, "A Poros Sphinx from Corinth," Hesperia46, 1977, pp. 245-254;
cf. also for the terracottasphinx SF-31-2. A fragmentaryfeline in poros may, accordingto C. Williams, be
another Archaicsphinx, although not necessarilyfuneraryor used as a stele crowning:S-1978-7, from the
South East Building.
Poros lions: Bookidis, op. cit., p. 325, no. 12, pl. 79. A large lion head, S 3539 from a dump near the
Theater, may already be post-Archaic.Although not strictly from Corinth, we should mention here the
limestone lions from Perachoraand Loutraki(ArchaicStyle, pp. 153 and note 6, 178) which, in the calligraphictreatmentof the manes, the dots on the muzzles, and the decorativetufts of hair over the bodies,
displaytheir kinshipto Corinthianvase paintingand minor arts.
For early Corinthianskill with poros see Williams,review of J. J. Coulton, AncientGreekArchitectsat
Work:Problemsof Sculptureand Design, ArtB62, 1980, p. 151.
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4th century. Fragments of poros and terracottareliefs have been labeled metopes, but
Corinth seems to lie outside the traditionof decoratedfriezes, at least on present evidence, and the plaquesmay representvotive pinakes or partsof relief altars.Pedimental
embellishment may have been suggested, as I believe, by neighboring Athens, where
the practicehad strong roots, or by affiliatedCorfu, where an Amazonomachypediment
in clay (P1.91:b), comparableto the one in Corinthalthough smaller, has been found.1"
Corinthianbronzes were famous in antiquity, but as vases and statuettes; nothing
on a large scale has been preserved. Although the strongly limited nature of the evidence should once again be stressed, it is perhaps legitimate to suggest that Corinth
excelled primarilyin the softer materialsand in the minor arts.12This specializationmay
have contributedto establishinga taste for mixed media (inserted eyes, stucco, terracotta and metal additions to stonework) which seems to have resumed during the
Roman period.13ArchaicCorinthgives a differentimpressionfrom ArchaicAthens, but
if we do not attempt to enforce Athenian standards,the city appearsas a prosperous
center of highly skilled craftsmen and traders, made additionallywealthy by its control
of the diolkos,"4capableof importinga few costly dedicationsand the occasionalmarble
sculpture, while utilizing local talent and media for architecturalembellishment and
freestandingmonuments. Corinth's wealthy cemeteries are as yet unexcavated, so that
our scant evidence for funeraryart may be misleading.
ANDHELLENISTIC
THECLASSICAL
PERIODS
(ca. 500-44 B.C.)
The Severe style at Corinth is represented by few but important examples. They
are chance finds and tell us little about their original setting, but suggest that the pace
of sculpturalproductionmay have quickenedin keeping with increasedactivity at Olympia and elsewhere in the Peloponnesos. Particularlyinteresting is a small kouros head
with a braidedhairstyle, perhapsthe earliest extant example of the so-called Blond Boy
11Terracotta
metopes and pediments:S. S. Weinberg, "TerracottaSculptureat Corinth," Hesperia26,
1957, pp. 289-319, nos. 44, 45 (metopes) and no. 8 (Amazonomachypediment, SF-32-1-SF-32-3). That
pedimentalcompositionsdo not begin until the last quarterof the 6th century may be due to the technical
complexities of ventilation and overlappingof figures. Corfu terracottapediment: ArchaicStyle, pp. 191,
219.
Draped "kouroi":N. Bookidis, "The Sanctuaryof Demeter and Kore on Acrocorinth,"Hesperia41,
1972, p. 317; cf. ArchaicStyle, p. 75, note 32. Bookidis' thorough publicationof the material from the
Akrokorinthossanctuary(which comprisesat least 30 statues dedicatedto Demeter) has involved her in a
restudy of all terracottasculpturefrom Corinth, forthcoming.Also in preparationis the publicationof the
terracottafigurines from the Demeter sanctuary,by Jean MacIntoshTurfa (early period) and Gloria S.
Merker (later periods).
12SeePliny, N.H. xxxiv.5-7 and 48. Cf. also L. Adams, Orientalizing
Sculpturein Soft Limestone(Brit
ArchRep,Suppl.42, 1978), p. 128. In addition,if the anecdotalRoman accountscan be credited, the famed
Corinthianalloy for bronzeswas producedaccidentallyat the time of the fiery destructionof the city in 146
B.C.:

Pliny, N.H. xxxiv.3; Plutarch, de Pyth. orac. ii.

13Formixed-mediatechniquessee below; cf. also the comments in B. S. Ridgway,"A Peplophorosin
Corinth," Hesperia46, 1977, pp. 315-323, esp. note 12; for a poros head with terracottaadditions see
Bookidis, op. cit. (footnote 10 above), pp. 315-316, no. 2, pl. 77 (S 1402).
"For Corinthand the diolkossee now A. Snodgrass,ArchaicGreece,London 1980, pp. 146-147.
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type."5A male head in poros has occasionally been dated to the early 6th century;
Bookidis lowers it to the end of the 6th and I would bring it down further, into the 5th
century.16The regularityof the arching eyebrows, the shelf-like rendering of the lids,
and the softness of the lips are features of the Severe style, and the head recalls some
marble works at Olympia occasionally attributedto a Spartanschool. Since the poros
head belongs to a high relief, it is tempting to infer that it is architecturaland that the
practiceof carved metopes was introduced at Corinth together with the Severe style,
but no buildingcan be plausiblysuggested to which it might be assigned. A third piece
is importantnot only for its unusual technical feature of metal curls scattered over the
shoulders but also because it is stylisticallyclose to two female statues from Pergamon,
which have therefore been convincinglyidentified as booty from Corinth.17A taste for
this sober style returns to the city through several "Severizing" monuments of the
Roman period, although a differentmotivation may be responsiblefor this trend.
Much less remains from the Classicalperiod proper,perhapsbecause at Corinth, as
elsewhere, the typicaldedicationwas in bronze, and the style appealedmore strongly to
the Hellenistic and Roman looters. Bases from the Forum area carry the signatures of
4th-centurysculptorsincludingLysippos, and it has been suggested that the latter may
have made the monument celebratingTimoleon's victory in Sicily, of which part of the
base has been found. Another impressive 4th-centuryplatformheld a quadriga,and the
total evidence suggests that many monuments lined the Classical race tracks, perhaps
for displaypurposesas well as for athletic commemoration.18
Blond Boy" head:BE 35, K. Krystalli-Votsi,"AVirrTpoppv9,4tKoKEOAXtKOVpOV ro T-qvKopu'Oo,"
'ApX'E41976, pp. 182-193, ca. 490-480 B.C.; the articleis a majorcompendiumof early Corinthiansculpture. On the head type see SevereStyle, pp. 56-60. The Corinth example comes from the northeastcorner
of the city, where Pausaniassaw several sanctuaries;graves may also lie not far away. See also below,
footnote 63.
16Poroshead:S 3523; Bookidis, op. cit. (footnote 10 above), pp. 323-324, no. 9, pl. 79. For the Olympia parallelssee the "Phormis" and its companion, BrBr, nos. 779, 780, as well as the Leonidas from
Sparta,BrBr,nos. 776-778.
17Statuewith metal hair: S 1577; cf. Ridgway, op. cit. (footnote 13 above). It is unlikely to be acroterial, as at times suggested, because of the finish of the back and the metal additions.The booty in Pergamon is discussed by W.-H. Schuchhardt,"KorinthischeBeute in Pergamon," MeIangesMansel, Ankara
1974, pp. 13-24. A marblehead (S-70-10) was recoveredfrom a lime kiln duringexcavationof the gymnasium complex:J. Wiseman, Hesperia41, 1972, p. 24, no. 18, pl. 9. The fragmenthas insertedeyes and hair
treatedas a smooth calotte; it has thereforebeen considered"an early Greek work, perhapsArchaic,"and
it recalls in fact some heads from the temple of Zeus at Olympia.But the strongly tapering-face, the slight
chin, and the small mouth would be unusualfor the Severe period.Given the interest at Corinth in reviving that style in later times, the piece could be considered Severizing. Its findspot offers no help for a
properdating.A fragmentfrom the top of a male head has also been comparedto the Olympiapedimental
sculpture:S 2390, AJA 43, 1939, pp. 266, fig. 10, p. 267; it is apparentlyacceptedas Severe by KrystalliVotsi, op. cit. (footnote 15 above), pp. 182, note 3, 187, note 4, and pl. 67:a. But a braid framing the
forehead directly, without intervening curls or bangs, is unknown to me within the Severe period and
suggests a much later date.
"8Basesfrom the Forum area:B. H. Hill, Corinth,I, vi, TheSprings,Vienna 1964, pp. 185-192; Williams, Hesperia39, 1970, pp. 6-9, 25-30, 38-39; Wiseman, p. 479. Williamsno longer believes that these
monuments necessarilycommemoratedvictors of the Isthmiangames. The Timoleon base is discussed by
15
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In marble there are only tantalizingfragments, mostly from reliefs which emphasize hero cults and seem to belong largely to the 4th century and to the Hellenistic
period.Once again, the area excavated may be responsiblefor the selective evidence.19
Fragments of approximately27 stone reliefs have been found in and around the
Forum. Great quantities of votive offerings come from the Asklepieion; most of these
are in clay, stressing the healing power of the god by showing parts of human anatomy.20Other reliefs, in marble and of varied provenience, repeat the common Attic
type of the three Nymphs dancing around an altar (S 1441; P1. 91:c). One small fragment (S 2567; P1. 91:d) shows the interior of a sanctuary,with a relief plaque erected
on a pier; its importancelies in documenting archaisticrenderings in the pre-Roman
period, perhapsto enhance the venerabilityof the locale.21
The predominantrelief type is that of the Funerary Banquet, with the reclining
Hero in various guises (beardless, bearded, fully or semi-draped,wearinga polos, holding a rhyton or a phiale), so that a multiplicityof purposesand various honorandsmay
be surmised. Since the type has wide distributionthroughout the Greek world, it was
J. H. Kent ("The VictoryMonument of Timoleon at Corinth," Hesperia21, 1952, pp. 9-18) who suggests
that the Poseidon commissioned by Corinth from Lysippos (accordingto Lucian) may have stood on that
base and have been of the Laterantype. E. Walde, however, has now arguedthat the originalof the Lateran type stood on the east quay of the Kenchreaiharbor:"Die Aufstellung des Aufgestutzen Poseidon,"
AthMitt93, 1978, pp. 99-107. For the signatureof the sculptorEukleidessee Williams, Hesperia43, 1974,
pp. 25-29 (on re-used 4th-centurybases).
19Amongthe originalfragmentssee the small marble head S 2556. It was found in Well XX, below
the South Stoa, with coins of Sikyon dated 323-251 B.C.: Hesperia16, 1947, p. 242, pl. 63:24. The flat
breakat the back suggests that it may come from a late 4th-centuryrelief.
20Stonereliefs: for numbers, finds, and various comments see Williams, Cults, p. 30, note 30 and
passim.Cf. also De Grazia,Hesperia46, 74, note 34.
Terracottareliefs from the Asklepieion:C. Roebuck, Corinth,XIV, TheAsklepieionand Lerna, Baltimore 1951, pp. 114-128, pls. 33-46; cf. also M. L. Lang, CorinthNotes, 1, Cureand Cultin AncientCorinth,
Princeton1977, figs. 14, 18-27.
2'Fragmentwith archaisticpanel:S 2567; M. A. Zagdoun, FdD IV, vi, 1977, p. 26, note 5, fig. 16. The
divinities shown on the pinax are Apollo, Leto, and Artemis. A relief from the Athenian Asklepieion
Athens 1908, pl. 171) depicts a similar
(Athens N.M. 2557; J. N. Svoronos, Das AthenerNationalmuseum,
volute capitalbridgingthe transitionfrom shaft to pinax. The piece in Athens is severely weatheredso that
the three figures on the pinax are no longer identifiable,but the capitalalthough deprived of detail still
retainsthe distinctivecontoursthat permitcomparisonwith the Corinthfragment.The hand resting on the
shaft of the relief in Athens is held at a differentangle and at a lower level than the one in Corinth, so that
no complete correspondencebetween the two votives can be claimed. If, however, the Athenian version
can still provide a guideline for the compositionof the Corinthian,we could restore a seated Asklepios to
the left, a standingHygieia to the right, leaning on the pillar.In the Athenian relief the pier stands on a
stepped base on which a snake coils. If this integrationis correct, the Corinthianfragmentwould provide
the interesting information that pinakes to the Apolline triad were set up in sanctuariesof Asklepios.
S. Karouzou,in her Catalogueof the NationalArchaeological
Museum,Collectionof Sculpture(Greek edition,
Athens 1967, p. 143), dates the Athenianrelief to the mid-4thcenturyB.C., but a later date seems possible.
Another pinaxon an elaboratevolute capitalis preservedon a fragmentin the Museo Nazionale, Rome; it
undRom, Munich 1922, pl. 19:3. Although
Kunstin Griechenland
is illustratedin E. Schmidt, Archaistische
nothing is preservedof the surroundingfigures, a tripodnext to the pinax suggests that the context is still
related to Apollo. The archaisticfigures depicted on the pinax have been identifiedas the Three Graces:
Schmidt, p. 62, note 19.
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undoubtedlyadaptedfor local intentions and beliefs. The Corinthianexamples (some of
which attained considerable size) seem largely Attic in typology and marble; one inscribedname, Zeuxippos (S 1024bis; P1. 91:f), occurs also on a relief from Athens. The
funerary/divinecharacteris emphasizedby the unique occurrenceof a clearly identified
deity (Hermes standing behind the couch with his kerykeion) in one example (S 1200;
P1. 91:e), while the presence of smaller worshiperswith sacrificialanimals, albeit common for the 4th-centurytype, stresses the votive natureof the Corinthianplaques.22
A fragmentaryrelief (S 2690; P1. 92:a) with a standing man holding pantherskin
and lagobolon and accompaniedby a dog was first reportedas a depiction of Herakles,
but CharlesWilliamshas more convincinglysuggested Pan. On the basis of scale, medium, and rocky frame, Williamshas attributedto the same panel a non-joiningfragment
with the partiallypreservedfigure of a bearded, drapedman. Since Pan is preceded by a
peplophoros,the total compositionmay have been an unusual type of Nymph relief.23
This relatively large number of votive reliefs is particularlyinteresting in light of
the apparentlack of carved gravestones at Corinth. Stelai have been recovered from the
North Cemetery, but they are in poros and decorated, if at all, with painted stucco.24
An occasional grave relief may have been imported from Athens, but one peculiar
poros object suggests a connection with the Cyclades and Cyrene; it is a faceless head
with a 4th-century hairstyle, recovered from a mid-2nd-centuryB.C. level in an Anaploga cistern.25That Greek Corinth had contacts with North Africa and Egypt may also
22FuneraryBanquetreliefs: in general, see Williams, Cults. For a partiallist of examples, which includes several from Corinth, see R. N. Thonges-Stringaris,"Die griechische Totenmahl," AthMitt80,
1965, pp. 1-99.
Zeuxipposrelief: S 1024bis, Corinth,VIII, iii, TheInscriptions
1923-1950, Princeton 1966, no. 34, pl.
4; Thonges-Stringaris,op. cit., no. 185; cf. also her no. 42, in Trieste, and p. 57.
Relief with Hermes: S 1200; AEKT 4, 1918, Hapap'T. 1, p. 1, fig. I; Thonges-Stringaris,op. cit., no.
183; cf. also her p. 26.
23Panrelief: S 2690; H. Robinson, AEKT 19, 1964, B' 1 [19661, p. 100, pl. 104, with identificationas
Herakles.Williams, Cults,p. 29 and note 24, with identificationas Pan and attributionof fragmentS 2708.
I had originallydoubted that Pan would be representedwith human legs and in the Doryphorospose; the
long tail of the dog had also encouragedme to think in terms of Kerberos, perhapsbeing returned to
Hades. CharlesWilliams, however, has called my attention to a 4th-centuryclay relief from the Kabeirion
at Thebes: R. Herbig, Pan, Frankfurt1949, pl. 20:1. There Pan, unmistakablebecause of his horns, is
shown in equally human form with lagobolon and dog. I therefore withdraw my suggestion, stressing,
however, the possiblesignificanceof such a rare, Herakles-likedepictionof the goat-dog.
24Porosstelai:cf. H. Palmer, Corinth,XIII, TheNorthCemetery,Princeton1964, p. 66 and notes 8, 9.
25Facelessporos head: H. Robinson, op. cit. (footnote 23 above), p. 101, pl. 106; Hesperia38, 1969, p.
20, no. 38, pl. 8: S 2714. On comparablebusts from the Greek islands see M. Sturgeon, "Greek Funerary
Busts," Archaeology28, 1975, pp. 230-237; on the Cyrene busts, extensively, L. Beschi, "Divinit'afunerarie cirenaiche,"ASAtene,n.s. 31-32, 1969-70, pp. 133-341. The 1981 excavationseason has added another such head, which was displayedfor the participantsin the CentennialSymposium.The poros "knob" is
completelycovered by a mass of curly locks, bound by a red-paintedfillet at the "neck" level. Below this
fillet, two diminutivehuman ears have been carved, strengtheningthe identificationof the strangepiece as
a faceless head. The shape of the new find links it to the "symbolic cippus" in poros, which had been
found together with the first faceless example and was considereda markerbecause of its smooth surface:
Hesperia38, 1969, pp. 20-21, no. 39, pl. 8.
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be inferredfrom an Egyptianfafence amulet found in a poros sarcophagus,a few fragmentary Egyptianstatues in Egyptian stones, and Corinthianartifactsin the shape of
negro boys. One remarkablesteatite piece in Boston alludes to Egypt not only in its
subject matter but also in its format, which imitates the so-called block statues; its
proveniencefrom Corinth is not proven, but finds some confirmationin its sole, albeit
later, parallel,a clay rattle from a child's grave in Corinth.26
Artistic contacts with Asia Minor, specificallywith Pergamon, have been postulated
for a large cuirassedstatue which in the Roman period was transformedinto a trophy.27
Its originalpose, with outstretchedright and slanting left arm, advanced left thigh, and
probablytwisted head, is more lively than the standard Roman figure in armor and
recalls the type of the Hellenistic Ruler; the corselet itself has been comparedto renderings of Pergamenecuirassesfrom the time of Eumenes II and Attalos II. That it was reused as a victory monument is suggested by the peculiarhollowing out of the thigh area
and the removal of scabbardand left arm, as well as of the separately carved head.
Roman Corinth may have favored trophies, since many appearon its coins and reliefs,
and this Hellenistic survivorwould have had particularappealas a full-scale example in
the round convenient both for its medium and its historicalimplications.
These are meager remains for a lengthy period, and none of them can be connected with a specific architecturalprogram in the town. But in 146 B.C. Mummius
destroyed the city and opened it to wholesale looting. Clarificationof the evidence and
new excavations have revealed that the site was not totally abandoned, and continuity
of cults is attested in some areas. The artistic treasures of the city, however, seem
entirely lost.28
44 B.C. -ca. A.D. 100
In 44 B.C. Corinth was refounded by Julius Caesar as Colonia Laus Julia Corinthiensis and peopled by freedmen and veterans. Some of them came from the Eastern
colonies but most came from Italy and the West, although they may have been of
26Egyptianstatues at Corinth:S-73-1; S 39A; both unpublished.The steatite statuette in Boston: M.
Comstock and C. C. Vermeule, Sculpture in Stone, Boston 1976, p. 71, no. 112 (inv. 01.8210). See also

discussion in Aspectsof AncientGreece, Allentown, Penna. 1979, pp. 184-185, no. 89. The Corinthian
parallel:T. L. Shear, AJA 34, 1930, p. 429, dated to Neroniantimes on ceramicevidence.
27Hellenisticcuirassedstatue: S 3356; the Pergamene similaritiesare pointed out by C. de Grazia in
Williams, Hesperia46, 1977, pp. 73-77, no. 30, pl. 27. On trophiesat Corinthsee below, p. 435.
28Fora discussionof the "interlude"(146-44 B.C.) see Wiseman, pp. 491-496. For continuityof cults
see especiallyWilliams, Hesperia47, 1978, pp. 21-23 and note 32. See also Williams and P. Russell, Hesperia50, 1981, pp. 1-44, esp. pp. 27 and 43.
Another piece probablyindicativeof Hellenisticcontactsbetween Corinthand Athens is a fine statuette in Pentelic marble, headless, seemingly a variant of the Athena Velletri type: S 2609. This piece is
fully discussed by M. Sturgeon in a forthcomingarticle in AJA and has alreadybeen presented by her at
the 97th Meeting of the ArchaeologicalInstituteof America ("A ClassicizingCorinthian,"PaperAbstracts,
Dec. 1976, p. 9) as an eclectic-classicizingcreation of early Roman date. While agreeingwith this assessment in stylistic terms, I would date the piece still within the Hellenistic period, perhapseven before 146
B.C.
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Greek extraction.29The officiallanguage of the new city was Latin, and strong ties with
Italy have been postulated for the monuments from this early period, despite limited
evidcnce. It is even logical to surmise that not much sculpturewas set up at first, and
whatever was deemed necessary was imported from Italy. Perhapsthe most interesting
piece is a veristic Republicanportraitof a priest(?) in small scale (P1. 92:d), which was
probablybrought in by one of the colonists as part of his ancestralgallery.30A portrait
of Caesar, which may have been re-used in the 3rd century by adding an engraved
beard, remains a doubtfulcase and, at any rate, is likely to be posthumous.3'
The Augustan period seems to have been as importantfor Corinth as it was for
Athens and the rest of Greece. The Emperorlaid great stress on religion and tradition,
and Corinthwas a city where the past had been virtuallywiped out with the destruction
of its buildings. The Roman Forum was laid out, new structures were erected, cults
were re-established (some perhapswith an Eastern cast due to the composition of the
new population32),and sculpturalembellishment added. It is perhaps from a desire to
give the city respectabilityand a semblance of continuous traditionsthat we witness the
introduction of archaistic sculpture and even architecture. A sofa capital, originally
thought to have come from a 4th-centuryB.C. context, has now been placed within the
Augustan period;33an Augustan column(?) base imitates moldings typical of the 6th
century B.C.34 In the same spirit, two large rectangularpedestals of uncertain function
290n the constitutionof the new Corinth see, most recently, Wiseman, p. 497. See also L. S. Meritt,
"The GeographicalDistributionof Greek and Roman Ionic Bases," Hesperia38, 1969, pp. 195, 198.
30Veristicportraitof priest:S 1445A; E. B. Harrison, TheAthenianAgora, I, PortraitSculpture,Princeton 1953, p. 13, pl. 43:c and pp. 84-85; De Grazia, no. 1; J. Inan and E. Rosenbaum, Romanand EarlyByzantineSculpturein Asia Minor,London 1966, p. 121. The priestlyfunction is postulatedon the basis of the
wreath.
31Portraitof Caesar:S 2771; A. Datsoulis-Stavrides,AAA 3, 1970, pp. 109-110, fig. 1; De Grazia, no.
7, dated Tiberian.For late Roman interest in Julius Caesar see H. von Heintze, "Ein spatantikesBildnis
Caesars," Studiesin ClassicalArt and Archaeology(FestschriftP. H. von Blanckenhagen),Locust Valley,
N.Y. 1979, pp. 291-304 and note 1. Could the Corinth head belong to the 3rd, rather than to the 1st
century?
32Easterncults: e.g., Artemis Ephesia,Apollo Klarios.See Pausanias,ii.2.5-7. His accountrefers to the
2nd century, the time of his visit, but the cults are likely to have been establishedin the early years of the
new city. For a possible identificationof the various shrines see Wiseman, pp. 540-541, Table 4, and
Williams, Hesperia44, 1975, pp. 25-29, esp. note 38 with previous interpretationsof the excavated remains. Otherforeign cults were undoubtedlyintroducedby the sizeable contingentof CorinthianJews. For
the Egyptiancults see D. E. Smith, "The EgyptianCults at Corinth," HThR 70, 1977, pp. 200-231, esp.
225-226.
33Antasofa capitalwith lotus and palmettedecoration:A-355; AJA 39, 1935, p. 66, fig. 9; cf. also AJA
37, 1933, p. 570, fig. 15. Cf. E. B. Harrison, The AthenianAgora, XI, Archaicand ArchaisticSculpture,
Princeton 1965, p. 82, note 96. C. Williamsinforms me that two joining fragments (A-75-7 and A-75-11)
found in 1975 indicatethat at least two such anta capitalsexisted. The tooling of the later finds supportsa
Roman date. Two fragmentsfrom circularcapitals(A-373 and A-374) have palmetteand lotus decoration
similar,althoughnot identical,to the sofa capitalsand could tentativelybe associatedwith the same (large)
building.
34Archaisticbase with drinkingdoves: found by the Greek ArchaeologicalService, and presentlyon
displayin the Museum courtyard.On archaisticarchitecturein general see L. S. Meritt, "An Imitationof
the Antique in ArchitecturalMouldings,"Hesperia35, 1966, pp. 141-149.
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were decorated on three sides with images of divinities in archaisticstyle.35A small
plinthxbeneath each figure suggests that actual statues were meant, as if replacingthe
many cult images looted or destroyed in the final sack of the city. In the round, a Hermes kriophoros (P1. 92:c) appearsat first glance ugly and disproportioned,but its damaged condition is responsiblefor this false impression.The work is good and must have
had some meaning, since a replicais known in an English collection.36
The majorityof these works come from the Forum area, some from in front of the
West Shops; many others, however, must have been scattered at crossroadsor in domestic contexts. Corinth has produced a variety of archaistic Hekataia in all scales,
some as large as life-size, some mere statuettes. These are difficult to date, especially
because of their fragmentaryconditions, but several are likely to belong to the Augustan period (e.g., S 2302; P1.92:b).37
Other embellishments for the Julio-Claudiancity were fountains, with their corollary of sculpture. Some rocky bases have been tentatively attributed to a fountain of
Poseidon of Tiberiantimes, perhapssurmounted by a nymph; and if the Gn. Babbius
Philinus who donated a round monument has been correctlyidentified as an early 1stcentury man, some dolphins carryingan inscriptionwith his name may be part of a
35Archaisticpedestals:S-74-27, Hesperia44, 1975, pp. 23-24, no. 28, from the Forum Southwest;
BCH 99, 1975, pp. 606-607, figs. 42, 43. The second pedestal, found in 1978, is publishedby C. Williams
Princeton 1981, where he
Sculptureand Topography,
in Hesperia,Suppl.XX, Studiesin AthenianArchitecture,
suggests a Neronian or Flaviandate for the monuments. On stylisticgrounds I still preferan earlierJulioClaudianchronology.For the reasons behind the archaisticmovement see Harrison, op. cit. (footnote 33
above), pp. 61-66, and ArchaicStyle, pp. 313-314.
36Hermeskriophoros:Johnson, no. 21; the head was recovered later, from in front of the West Shops:
AJA 39, 1935, p. 68, fig. 10 (S 686 + S 1793 + S 2051); for-the parallelpiece in Wilton House, England,I
only know the photographin C. C. Vermeule, AJA 60, 1956, p. 347, pl. 105:6 (no. 144 at Wilton House).
Cf. also the unfinishedpiece, Harrison,op. cit. (footnote 33 above), no. 110, p. 68 and note 3.
37Hekataia:the largest preserved, S 1211, Johnson, no. 60, seems larger than anything at present
known from Athens (height from top of head to neck: 0.25 m.). If these monuments are copying the
originalby Alkamenes in that city, the variety in scale, includinga possible magnification,is worth noting;
but, given the variety in forms of Hekataia, it is likely that different models were followed at different
periodsand for different needs. The Corinthianmonument may well representa specific commission and
variant. For general discussion of Hekataiasee Harrison, op. cit. (footnote 33 above), pp. 86-98. More
representativeof a possible household image or one meant for a small crossroadshrine is Corinth S 2302
(unpublished).
Other archaisticpieces in Corinthdeserving mention are the large head of a kore with inserted eyes:
S 1077, Johnson, no. 133, and a large statuette of a headless kore, S 2411, now on displayin the Museum
but found outside regularexcavationsand still unpublished.See also below, pp. 445-446, for the Karyatids
from the Odeion.
A large wellhead decoratedin archaisticstyle, the so-called Dodwell Puteal, was seen and drawn by
the Britishtravelerin 1805-1806. It was then taken to Englandbefore 1830 and was subsequentlylost, so
that only the drawingnow remains:JHS 6, 1885, pp. 46-49, pls. 56, 57. The relief depicted the marriage
of Hebe and Herakles,for a total of ten deities. See also Hesperia45, 1976, p. 220. Less obviously archaistic, but certainlyNeo-Attic, is another relief fragmentwith Herakles:S 829, Johnson, no. 287; it may go
with S 843 (fragmentof leg) and, more tentatively, with S 801, Johnson, no. 301 (the photographthere
publishedshould perhapsbe turned counterclockwise90?, so that the tip of the club rests on the thigh(?)
and the foreshorteningof the forearmbecomes plausible).
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fountain complex of the same date.88The allusions to Isthmia are frequent in the rendering of Palaimon on his aquaticmount, but dolphins as symbol of sea power are also
appropriatefor Corinthwith its two harborsand commercialprowess.
More spectacularare the portraits,of which Corinthhas yielded a remarkableseries
extending into the Late Antique period. Several may belong to the Julio-Claudian
phase, but their chronologyis not without problems.The two large statues of Gaius and
Lucius Caesarfrom Corinth have so far formed the basis for all iconographicstudies of
these two princes;"9although not inscribed, their youthful appearanceand their alleged
connection with a statue of Augustus capitevelato, as well as their provenience from a
buildingwhich yielded several other imperialfigures, assure identification.
The excavation report, however, makes clear that the two princes were not found
with the Augustus, nor even together at the same level, and the Julian Basilica, which
has received its name from a belief in its early date, is now being restudied, since some
excavational evidence may support a later chronology, possibly Neronian or Domitianic.40The two statues, although forming a pair, are not mirror images, since they
both rest their weight on the right leg; only their heads turn in opposite directions;
these are stock bodies in Polykleitan tradition to which "portrait"heads have been
added. The workmanshipis surprisinglycareless: not only are puntelli and tool marks
visible but the backs are clearly unfinished, and the more complete of the two statues
exhibits a large rear cavity perhapsproducedby a flaw in the marble. The faces themselves are flat and almost mask-like;they were probablycarved by two different hands
but they are both so idealized as to qualifyonly marginallyas portraits.Had the statues
been made during Augustus' lifetime, honor to the recently deceased members of his
family would be understandable;at a later date, and given the indifferentcareers of the
two princes, these portraitsper se are hard to explain and do not seem to copy a specific
physiognomy.It is tempting to suggest that the two statues were erected to recall not so
much the Julian princes themselves but the Dioskouroi, as Gaius and Lucius were
called.
38Fountains:for the rocky bases see R. L. Scranton, Corinth,I, iii, Monumentsin the LowerAgoraand
Northof theArchaicTemple,Princeton 1951, pl. 14:2 and fig. 20 on p. 35; for the dolphinswith the inscription by Gn. BabbiusPhilinus see his pl. 15, and fig. 21 on p. 36. Cf. also Wiseman, p. 518 and, on other
fountains,pp. 510-512. For Palaimonon two dolphinssee, e.g., Johnson, no. 72.
39Gaiusand Lucius Caesar:Johnson, nos. 135, 136; De Grazia, nos. 11, 12; Vermeule, pp. 179-181,
figs. 110, 111, p. 383. Among the latest mentions see J. Inan and E. Alf6ldi-Rosenbaum,Romischeund
aus der Turkei,Mainzam Rhein 1979, p. 71, note 3, in comparisonwith their
Portrdtplastik
fruhbyzantinische
no. 17; also J. Ch. Balty, AntK20, 1977, p. 104 and pl. 23:4.
40Forthe earliest account see E. H. Swift, "A Group of Roman ImperialPortraitsat Corinth, III,
Gaius and Lucius Caesar," AJA 25, 1921, pp. 337-338, and cf. the findspot of the Augustus, Swift, "A
Group of Roman ImperialPortraitsat Corinth," AJA 25, p. 144. That the statues came from opposite
corners and that the youths probablyflanked a statue of Hadrianhas already been pointed out by S. S.
Weinberg, Corinth,I, v, TheSoutheastBuilding,The TwinBasilicas,and the MosaicHouse, Princeton 1960,
pp. 53-54, pls. 32-35. The twin basilicasare dated by Weinberg ca. A.D. 40, but C. Williamstells me that a
differentdate is possible.
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The Augustus is instead a definite portrait,of much better quality than the other
two statues but also posthumous; a Claudian date has been suggested for its carving.
Monuments previouslyset up elsewhere could have been given a differentlocation after
the disastrous earthquakeof 77, in the rebuilding which required massive help from
Vespasian;it is also possible, however, to assume that the statues as we now have them
were hastily made to replaceearlierpieces destroyed in the catastrophe.41
Among the portraitsfrom the Julian Basilicathe best in quality is a veiled head of
difficultidentification(S 1088; P1.93:a). Publishedby Johnson as Nero son of Germanicus (died A.D. 31), this identificationhas been highly debated and most recently upheld
by comparisonwith a head from Ephesus which resembles it in iconographythough not
in style.42In the Corinth head the unusual rendering of the covering deserves special
attention: the cloth does not lie flat over the hair, but, leaving the ears quite visible, it
rises in three distinct layers, each clearly separatedfrom the other and from the head
itself, the topmost describinga mannered omega fold on axis. This niche-like arrangement is known from "provincial"togati of alleged Claudiandate and is expedient for
the separateinsertion of a portraithead;48but in the Corinthiansculpturethis is certainly not the case. The flamboyanteffect recalls the wind-blownmantles of celestial divinities and may be a hint of heroization. Coupled with the over-life-sized statue in Jupiter
guise,44this sequence of imperialsculpturessuggests a gallery of divinized personages,
all erected after their deaths in Neronian or Domitianic times, if not later, presumably
as propagandafor the supreme office.
A surprisingfeature of the group is the lack of female figures. Livia, so prominent
elsewhere, is conspicuous by her absence, and Octavia, to whom Pausaniasascribes an
41Augustus: Johnson, no. 134 (S 1116); De Grazia, no. 10, dated Claudian.Vermeule, p. 174, fig. 106,
p. 380, no. 7. The renderingof both toga and tunic is peculiar,especiallythe tight sleeve of the latter and
the lack of folds between the feet. A hasty execution and at least definite knowledge of the intended setting are suggested by the various degrees of finish of the backs of all three figures. For the finish of the
Augustus see Swift, op. cit., pp. 147-148; the excavator also comments on the extensive traces of red,
perhapsfor gilding, on the statue when first found. It is worth noting that a strong propagandaemphasison
the Julio-Claudiandynastywas promotedby the Flavians;moreover, at Corinth one would expect to find
that the earlier the statue, the closer its dependence on Rome-city prototypes,which is not the case with
the Basilicasculptures.
42Veiledhead: S 1088, Johnson, no. 137; De Grazia, no. 13; Vermeule, p. 194, fig. 123. For the latest
discussion see Inan and Alfoldi-Rosenbaum, op. cit. (footnote 39 above), in a comparisonwith their no.
19, pl. 16, a head found in Ephesus, near the cryptoporticusof the Temple of Domitian.
43Forthe three-layeredtoga see, e.g., some Claudian(?) statues from Aquileia and Aenona: H. G.
Darstellungder romischenKaiser (MonumentaArtis Romanae 7), Berlin
Niemeyer, Studienzur statuarischen
1968, pl. 4; also the Tiberius(?) in Eleusis, Vermeule, p. 183 and fig. 113, p. 384. None of these statues,
however, has the omega fold, which seems more common on veiled female figures, beginningin the Hellenistic period. That the niche-like renderingcontinues to the time of Nero is shown by that emperor's
portraitin the Terme: cf. U. W. Hiesinger, AJA 79, 1975, pl. 23:37, 38; cf. his p. 118, where the Terme
head is dated between 55 and 59; see also his notes 26 (Corinth head) and 31 (Aenona statue, "not
Claudius").
44Statuein Jupiterguise: S 1098, Johnson, no. 138;'De Grazia,no. 107.
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entire temple, could perhaps be represented by a fragmentaryhead, which, however,
may more comfortablyfit a much later date, when the nodus hairstylewas revived, for
instance, by Constantine's mother.45Only one headless cuirassedstatue has been dated
to the Tiberian period,46and, despite all Flavian help in rebuilding the city, only one,
head and one cuirassed statue from the Odeion may represent Domitian (P1. 93:b).47
Since numerous other heads and headless bodies can be attributed to the time span
under consideration, the impression is inevitable that Corinth may have been more
concerned with honoring local figures than with portrayingthe ruling family, although
some privateindividualsmay have been given vague Julio-Claudiantraits.48
Conversely, some athletic monuments, which probablystood around the Gymnasium and near the Lerna fountain, may erroneouslybe taken for portraits.Rather than
depicting specific victors, they may simply represent ideal types, some of them quite
young, perhapsfor boys' competitions.49That standardGreek originalswere also copied
is suggested by a romanticized head of the Doryphoros, a work whose influence is
obvious in many Corinthianmonuments.50Heavy red coloring is used for the hair of
this and other figures, and traces appearalso on mantles; one headless male statue from
the Theater5'gives the impressionthat its "hip mantle" has been added impromptu
to a
stock naked body, since the covering is effective only from the front, while the left leg
45"Octavia":
S-1977-13, to be publishedby C. de Grazia.
46Tiberiancuirassedstatue: S 1125; Johnson, no. 141, De Grazia, no. 99 (dated Claudian);Stemmer,
no. 220 (datedTiberian).
47Headof Domitian:S 2272; De Grazia,no. 15; cf. AA (JdI 52), 1937, col. 135. Cuirassedstatue from
the Odeion:S 1430; Stemmer, no. 221, and 111:21,pl. 25:1 (dated Flavian).
48Forstatues of privateindividuals,besides those listed by De Grazia,see also the inscribedbase for a
bronze statue of CaiusJulius Laco, son of C. J. Eurykles,a contemporaryand friend of Augustus:Hesperia
31, 1962, p. 116.
49Headsfrom the Gymnasium area, with Julio-Claudiantraits: see, e.g. S-70-13 (De Grazia, no. 9;
dated Claudian) and S-71-15; Wiseman, Hesperia41, 1972, pl. 8:14, p. 21. For relief heads resembling
Augustussee also S 2834, Hesperia36, 1967, p. 422, pl. 89:a.
50Doryphoroshead: T 386; AJA 30, 1926, p. 462, fig. 15. Both legs from the knee down and the left
foot to above the ankle were also found. Other heads influenced by the Doryphoros renderingare, e.g.,
S-69-19, S 2755; M. Sturgeon, Hesperia44, 1975, pp. 290-292, no. 2, pl. 71; S 2655; this is only a slice
from the top of a head, but the crowns of true portraitsdo not show quite the same whirligig;Vermeule,
however (p. 383, no. 4), considersit anotherreplicaof Gaius Caesar.
51Statuewith hip mantle from the Theater:Th. 389 Sc. 54; De Grazia, no. 105 (dated Tiberian?).The
type is discussed by Niemeyer (op. cit., footnote 43 above) as a restrictedform particularlyliked for posthumous portraitsand used with possible heroizing intent. Several came from theaters. For imperialuses
the type may not have extended beyond the Julio-Claudians(pp. 57-59). The best example for the distinctive renderingof the Corinthianfigure is the so-calledNavarchin Aquileia:V. Santa MariaScrinari,Catalogo delle scultureromane,MuseoArcheologicodi Aquileia,Rome 1972, no. 81, dated late 1st century B.C.
Several pieces in Aquileia provide comparisonswith Corinthianpieces: beside the Augustus (cat. no. 82 )
and the Navarch,see also below, footnotes 60 and 81. Niemeyer believes that the group of statues with hip
mantle is homogeneous, not a pastichecreatedby applyinga modest covering to a Classicalprototype.The
reason for the additionmay not be modesty, however; other statues at Corinthseem to show unfamiliarity
with Roman/Hellenisticcostumes: note the peculiarcombinationof chlamys and mantle on S 1051, Johnson, no. 140, from the JulianBasilica,De Grazia, no. 108, and Th. 380 Sc. 54, from the Theater, AJA 33,
1929, p. 531, fig. 13; De Grazia,no. 109.
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appearsfully exposed from the side. Whether the workshopwhich producedthis piece
and the Doryphorosreplicashould be consideredlocal is a matter of conjecture,but the
surmise may be justified by the need for sculpturaldecorationin the Theater, the Odeion and the Gymnasium.52
SECOND CENTURY AFTER CHRIST (TRAJANIC THROUGHANTONINE)

The Trajanicperiodseems to have left few sculpturalremains, but the Hadrianicand
the followingAntonine periodsare among the most productivefor Corinthianstatuary.
Although portraitsare numerous, imperialstatues are still relatively few. One fragmentaryhead of Trajanis recognizabledespite the damage, anotherportraitis probablyof
Hadrian (or at least a member of his family), an oversized head of Antoninus Pius (S
1798; P1. 93:c) continues the traditionof inserted eyes mentioned earlier.53There are
definite gaps in the imperial sequence (no Marcus Aurelius, for instance),5 but some
might be filled with a few surviving cuirassed statues, although now headless. A very
fragmentaryexample from the Odeion55deserves special mention because of the superb
quality of its workmanshipand the iconographyof its high-relief decoration on the
pteryges; it has been dated to the Hadrianicperiod. Another torso from the Julian Basilica wears a corselet decoratedwith two Victories setting up a trophy (P1. 93:d).56 It has
been suggested that a Victory in the round from the South Basilica and a matching
piece, of which the lower portion has now been identified, may have been engaged in a
similar action, in a three-dimensionaltableau set up within the building. Corinth may
have particularlyenjoyed military monuments involving trophies, as previously mentioned.57
52Anothertype of buildingwhich undoubtedlyused extensive sculpturaldecorationis the baths, but
little can be assignedwith certaintyto the various thermalestablishmentsfound at Corinth. See, however,
the two largereliefs with quadrigae,one of which is illustratedin BCH 94, 1970, p. 953, fig. 137.
53Fragmentary
Trajan:S-72-22.
Hadrian:S 2505, from Solomo, near Corinth;Vermeule (p. 249, fig. 142, and pp. 263-264) calls it a
portraitof Aelius Caesar, the father of Lucius Verus. De Grazia, no. 30, considers this a posthumous
portraitof Hadrian;Vermeule, fig. 134 is not Hadrianic,as stated on p. 259, but considerablylater:cf. De
Grazia,no. 54, S 1454.
AntoninusPius: S 1798, from Forum Southwest. AJA 39, 1935, p. 68, pl. XIX:B;R. L. Scranton, op.
cit. (footnote 38 above), p. 70, pl. 27:3; De Grazia,no. 31.
54Evenmore surprisingperhapsis the lack of portraitsof Commodus, who was very active in Corinth
and dedicatedtwo temples in the Forum:Wiseman, p. 522, no. 337; Scranton,op. cit. (footnote 38 above),
pp. 36-51.
55Cuirassfrom the Odeion: S 1456, 0. Broneer, Corinth,X, The Odeum,Vienna 1932, pp. 125-133,
no. 6, figs. 118-126; De Grazia,no. 101 (Hadrianic);Stemmer, no. 222, IV:11, pl. 31:3.
56Cuirasswith Victoriesand Trophy:S 1081, Johnson, no. 143; De Grazia,no. 103; Stemmer, no. 219.
De Graziadates it to Late Hadrianic/EarlyAntonine.
57VictoryS 1932; AJA 39, 1935, p. 68, pl. 20:c; Weinberg, CorinthI, v, 1960, pp. 73-74, pl. 46:1. The
matching piece has been recognized by Charles Edwards,who points out that the position of the arms
makes it unlikelythat the figuresare acroterial,as usuallyassumed. Dated by Weinbergto the 1st century,
they probablybelong to the 2nd. For monuments depicting trophies see, e.g., the bases of the Captives
from the Colossal Facade (Johnson, no. 225) and fragmentsof a large relief, Johnson, nos. 272-274, to
which also no. 290 may belong. Other pieces exist in the storeroomsof the Museum.
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Other sculptures depicted private citizens. Two outstanding heads of young girls
have come to light in the Demeter sanctuaryon Akrokorinthos(e.g. S 2666; P1. 94:a)
and recall similarly dated votives from a sanctuaryof the same goddess at Cyrene.58
One imago clipeata shows a bearded man with a wreath and a Trajanichairstyle, but
supposedly of Hadrianicdate. It formed the centerpiece of a small pediment, perhaps
from a gate or shrine in the Forum. It is surprisingto find a privateindividual,even if a
priest, honored by erection to a pedimental position, which usually signifies epiphany
and apotheosis. Either Corinth was still more focused on its own citizens than on the
Emperor, or the renderingof the face is so removed from a true portraitthat we fail to
recognize the ruler.59Headless statues of women and togati probablybelonged to members of Herodes Atticus' family and served for the embellishment of the Peribolos of
Apollo or of the fountain of Peirene. The links with the wealthy benefactor, and even
with his father, explain the similarityof these stock bodies to those found at Olympia,
where they also decorateda fountain from the same donor.60
Besides fountains, other public buildings were now rich in sculpturaldecoration,
not only in the round but also in relief. One of the most impressive had approximately
58Headsof girls from Akrokorinthos:S 2666 and S 2667: Hesperia34, 1965, p. 21, pl. 10:b;De Grazia,
nos. 26, 27. For the Cyrene portraits,comparablein terms of their youthfulnessto the Corinth pieces, see
D. White, OpusRom1973, pp. 207-215. In terms of heads of young girls in general see also, from Cyrene,
a 4th-centuryB.C. example, D. White et al., Expedition18, 1976, pp. 20-21, fig. 2 and cover photo. Stylistically closer is a head of a Trajanicgirl "from Corinth" in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, inv. no.
96.698, Comstock and Vermeule (footnote 26 above), no. 353. The entry points out African traits in the
girl's features, but assumes a Corinthianworkshop, thus suggesting that "Graeco-Romansfrom Cyrene
were among the workshop'scustomers."For other heads of young girls from Greek soil, now in the Athens National Museum, see A. Datsoulis-Stavrides,AAA 12, 1979, pp. 109-127, figs. 1-8 (dated to the
earlySeveran period).
59"Hadrianic"bust in medallion:S 890, Johnson, no. 173; De Grazia, no. 21; R. Winkes, Clipeata
Imago, Bonn 1969, pp. 68-71, 175-176. Our problems in identificationmay stem from a wrong chronology. The Trajanicbangs return to favor during the 4th century, with a cap-like effect over the forehead;
short beards can also be found in that period, together with the high drilling of the pupils; see, e.g., R.
Delbrueck, SpiitantikeKaiserportrdts,
Berlin and Leipzig 1933, pl. 121. I suspect that many of the "early"
pieces in our museums may warrantreconsiderationand redating.For a redatingto Late Antique times of
the "MarcusAurelius" from Avenche see J. Ch. Balty, "Le pretenduMarc-Aureled'Avenches," Eikones:
FestschriftH. Jucker,AntK, Beiheft 12, Bern 1980, pp. 57-63. For comments on imaginesclipeataeon pediments see Winkes, op. cit., pp. 67-68; cf. also Johnson, nos. 174-176, Winkes, pp. 176-178, for a series of
other medallionsfrom Corinthdated to the Antonine period.
60Forfemale figures see, e.g., S 55 + S 1180, Johnson, no. 9, the so-called Small Herculanensistype;
besides Olympia (where it portrayedFaustina the Younger), the type has been found in so many other
sites that a true connection cannot be proven on only these grounds. For the distributionsee, e.g., M.
Bieber, "The Copies of the HerculaneumWomen," ProcPhilSoc106, 1962, pp. 111-134; the Olympia
statue is fig. 14 on p. 119. Cf. also her figs. 25 and 27, from Cyrene. At Corinth, other examples of the
type are S 1455, from the Asklepieion (CorinthXIV, p. 145, no. 11, pl. 58), and S 1400. Johnson, no. 10,
S 813, a rarertype of drapedfigure, has also been found at Olympiaand in linear, provincialform at Aquileia (see above, footnote 51, cat. nos. 101, 102). For the remodelingof Peirene and the Peribolosof Apollo see Wiseman, p. 526.
On the involvement of Herodes Atticus and his familywith Corinthsee T. R. Martin, "Inscriptionsat
Corinth," Hesperia46, 1977, pp. 184-186, no. 5, and Th. Stephanidou-Tiveriou,"HaparT7p-qEt'
oT-r
ToV KVV"jOV Tr)Sq
oTrvT7jX
Kop&vOov,"
'ApX'E0, 1977, pp. 23-28. Also Wiseman, p. 508.
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life-sized figures, of which several fragmentshave been recovered and others still await
recognition.An almost complete slab showing a man with a dog had usually been considered a gravestone. Its provenience from the Forum and the uneven spacingof background and frame suggest that it may instead belong to a large architecturalcomplex.61
A second panel, with a veiled woman, has the same empty background;the iconographysuggests a personificationor a deity, the style recalls the 4th century B.C.62One
fragmentarybeardless head has the typical Severe renderingof the eyes, and the forehead bangs resemble the Apollo from the West pediment at Olympia;asymmetries in
the features leave no doubt that the head belongs to a relief, and the Roman workmanship suggests a date within the 2nd century but I know of no Severe prototypethat this
head could copy, and the scale invites association with the slabs mentioned above.63
One visualizes a series of panels with divinities and personificationsin various Classical
styles, perhaps as decoration for the piers of an elaborate archway like the propylon
over the Lechaion Road. In this case, the man with the dog could be a rustic god or
even an image of Antinoos in divine guise.
Another major Hadrianicproject was the decoration of the scaenaefrons in the
Theater.64Three sets of reliefs with differing dimensions and subjects have been convincinglyattributedto the three storeys of the stage building, thus making the structure
one of the most elaborateknown. The Laborsof Herakles, the Amazonomachyand the
Gigantomachydepicted in these reliefs are very "Greek" in style and conception, although no immediate correspondence can be established with Classical prototypes.
Influences, and perhaps workmen, may have come from Athens, but such extensive
carvingrequiresa local workshop.
Connections with Neo-Attic workshopsin Athens are, however, suggested by the
unusual number of sculptureswhich copy famous Classicaloriginals.Corinth is the only
site on mainlandGreece to have yielded fragmentsof the Great EleusinianRelief,65the
61Manand dog panel: S 187 + S 196, Johnson, no. 247. The most recent study, by StephanidouTiveriou (op. cit.) properlycriticizesthe gravestoneidentification,but suggests that it is a votive relief with
heroizingconnotationsset up by Herodes Atticus for one of his three pupilsand patternedprobablyafter a
statue of Antinoos.
62Femalefigure:S 91 + S 91A, Johnson no. 248. One more fragmenthas been joined: S 1078, listed
by Johnson togetherwith other pieces under his no. 158.
With the same monument may belong also a male figure, S 2479 + S 2414, another fragment,S 323
(Johnson, no. 249), and probablySS W 19.
63Fragmentary
male head: S 1575; AA (JdI 46), 1931, cols. 240-241 and fig. 15 on col. 238; considered Archaic.
For a relief in apparentSevere style but probablyof Roman date, with peplophoroiwidely spaced
againstthe background(MK 1632), see AEXT 28, 1973, B' 1 [1977], p. 81, pl. 78:a; 'ApX'E0, 1976, p. 188,
pl. 67. The Roman date is suggestedby G. Neumann, Problemedes griechischenWeihreliefs,Tiubingen1979,
p. 43 and note 5. The relief comes from the same general area where the "BlondBoy" head was found; it
is said to be in Pentelic marble.
64A complete discussion of the relief decoration of the stage building has been given by Sturgeon
(CorinthIX, ii, The Reliefsfrom the Theater),on which my comments are based. A volume on all the
sculpturefrom the Theater, by the same author, is projected.
65GreatEleusinianrelief: S 856, Johnson, no. 282. L. Schneider ("Das grosse eleusinische Relief und
seine Kopien," AntP 12, 1973) describes the Corinth fragmenton p. 117 (fig. 13) but decides against it
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rare Peliad panel in the Three-FigureRelief series,66the so-called Kallimachos'Maenads.67Another relief pedestal with dancing Maenads (S 193, P1. 94:d) cannot be connected with other replicas or with a definite prototype. but it belongs with the same
Neo-Attic production, in the Antonine period. The style exhibits late 5th and 4thcentury traits combined with Hellenistic proportionsand, if a non-joining fragment (S
2384, P1.94:c) truly belongs with it, hairstyles.68
Other Neo-Attic reliefs are more strictlyconnected with the Parthenonand its cult
image. A large.fragmentpreserves the head of the Parthenos (P1.94:b);69another, with
a seated Zeus and a standingHera, repeats the same god of the MadridPuteal and the
Del Drago relief and may reflect the East pediment of the Athenian temple (P1.95:a).7?
The same workshopactive on the Akropolis may have producedthe two copies of the
Erechtheion Karyatidsthat represent the sole exact replicas of the type known from
being a true copy because of some technicaldetails which occur also on other relief fragmentsfrom Corinth. The dimensions he publishesin his final table, however, are so close as to make attributionconvincing, and the reliefs which he groupswith S 856 in note 128 may be from the same workshop,but they do
not have the same thickness and clearly do not go together; one of them belongs to the Theater
decoration.
66Peliadrelief: S 60 and re-entry S 279; Johnson, no. 246; 0. Broneer (Hesperia20, 1951, p. 298)
called the figure a Maenad, but it is actuallythe centraldaughterin the Peliads Relief, as stated by E. B.
Harrison, "Hesperidesand Heroes: A Note on the Three-FigureReliefs," Hesperia33, 1964, pp. 76-82
and note 1. A relief fragment showing the upper torso of a woman (S 704, Johnson, no. 245) strongly
recalls the general style of the Three-FigureReliefs or the Myrrhinelekythos, but I have been unable to
identify the prototype. It is certainly Neo-Attic, not Classical in date. For the latest discussion on the
Three-FigureReliefs see H. Meyer, Medeiaunddie Peliaden,Rome 1980, appendix,pp. 133-139.
67Kallimachos'Maenad:S 2597, Hesperia20, 1951, pp. 297-299, pl. 94:b; a second, joining fragment:
Hesperia44, 1975, p. 24, note 37, pl. 7 (dated to the Antonine period by Werner Fuchs); cf. BCH 90,
1966, p. 765, fig. 25. The latest discussionof these Maenadsis in connection with the Piraeus reliefs: Th.
Stephanidou-Tiveriou,NEOaTTLK&.Oi'I
yAXVot
OTt PaKE' aTo To' Avt
Tov HEtpaa, Athens 1979, nos.
54, 55. The same workshop,of course, made the reliefs from the shield of the Athena Parthenos.Another
relief fragment, Corinth S 785, Johnson, no. 288, may be an adaptationof a satyr on the so-called Borghese Krater:cf. W. Fuchs, Die Vorbilder
der neo-attischenReliefs, JdI-EH 20, 1959, pp. 113-114, pl. 26,
and Fuchs, Der SchiffsfundvonMahdia,Tiubingen1963, pp. 44-45, pl. 73.
68Maenadspedestal:S 193, Johnson, no. 275; R. Scranton, op. cit. (footnote 38 above), p. 140, pl.
62:2; cf. Williams, Hesperia44, 1975, p. 24, note 37, also p. 28 and note 47.
Possible additionalfragment:S 2384, AJA 42, 1938, p. 367 end fig. 5, from a mediaeval pit near
manhole G in the Peirene system. It correspondsin scale, marble, workmanship,and place of find, but
does not join. The coiffureis a form of the top knot.
I know of no parallelfor the Maenads,but the presence of a fillet near the top edge may suggest an
action comparableto that of the more sedate ladies on a Hellenistic altar in Delphi: Zagdoun (op. cit.,
footnote 21 above), no. 24 (dated to the last thirdof the 2nd centuryB.C.).
69Parthenosrelief: S 821, Johnson, no. 278. It is not individuallylisted by N. Leipen (AthenaParthenos, Toronto 1971) in her review of copies, but her reference (p. 9) to its publicationin AJA 15, 1911, pp.
495-498 implies that she acceptsit as a replica.
70Zeus/Herarelief: S 1449; Roebuck, op. cit. (footnote 20 above), p. 145, no. 13; pl. 60, from the curb
of a Byzantinewell in the Asklepieion. F. Brommer (Die Skulpturender Parthenongiebel,
Mainz 1963, p.
109, no. 19) lists it among the works relatedto the ParthenonEast pediment.
The female head S 1520, although found in the "plateiaS. of the new Museum" in 1932, could
tentativelybe connected with this relief (perhapsfrom a third figure), but it would then lower the date of
the prototypeto the 4th century.
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Greece.7"They belonged to an architecturalcomplex of yet undetermined nature and
location and, because of their careful execution, provide no true clues as to their date
beyond that of their prototype.The excavators have preliminarilyassigned the Corinthian Karyatidsto the Neronian period; I am inclined, however, to place them in the
Antonine, which witnessed extensive repairs on the Akropolis and perhaps the first
reproductionof Parthenoniansculptureto scale.
A statue of more difficultclassification.may also suggest connections with Athens.
Among the most impressive pieces from Corinth, this draped female figure (P1. 95:b)
has usually been considered a copy of a mid-5th-centuryrepresentationof Demeter or
her daughter Kore.72Few replicas of it are known, but some of the Baiae casts have
now been identified as belonging to the same statue; although not absolute proof, this
discovery may imply that the original stood in Athens where a replica has also been
found. The precise dating of the prototype, however, is still open to question. The so7"CorinthKaryatids:one, almost entirely preserved (S-74-26), copies the sixth, most damaged, Erechtheion kore; its findingin 1974 permittedidentificationof fragmentsof a second Karyatidfrom the Forum
Southwestfound in 1934:head S 1768. See Williams, Hesperia44, 1975, pp. 22-23, nos. 26, 27, pls. 7, 8.
For the sixth Erechtheion kore see H. Lauter, "Die Koren des Erechtheion," AntP 16, 1976, pp.
29-31, pls. 52-56, figs. 15-18.
For Antonine repairsto the Akropolisand copies to scale see H. A. Thompson, AJA 19, 1950, pp.
103-124, esp. p. 123; J. Travlos, AEXT 16, 1960, B' 1 [1962], pp. 55-60; J. Binder, "AcropolisAcroterion
fur F. Brommer,Mainz 1977, pp. 29-31. Nothing is known of Roman repairsto the
Fragments,"Festschrift
Erechtheionitself beyond those of ca. 25 B.C., but no informationis availablefor the long span between
that date and the conversion of the building into a Byzantinechurch. If the occasion for the Antonine
repairsto the Parthenonwas, as is plausible, an earthquake,comparabledamage could have occurred to
the Erechtheion.I am uncertainwhat significancemay be attached,if any, to the fact that the sixth Karyatid in Athens is the most extensively damagedof the group.
72CorinthS 68, Johnson, no. 7. The latest discussionof the type, on the basis of the Baiae casts, is by
H. van Hees ("Antike GipsabgusseantikerStatuen," AntK 21, 1978, pp. 108-110); to her list of copies in
note 12 a seventh replicashould be added, Delos A 1731, more openly archaisticin its renderingof curls
following the line of buttons(?) on the chiton sleeves. Cf. J. Marcade,Au Musee de Delos, Paris 1969, pl.
54; in his list of plates on p. 510, A 1731 is grouped with "art archaisantet classicisant"and is called a
statuette. In SevereStyle (pp. 71-72, no. 5) I had expressed the opinion that the prototypewas truly Severe, despite the many difficultieswith partsof the rendering (for instance, the rich cascadeof folds over
the left side, typicalof the advanced 5th century). The shape of the sandals, the connection with other
classicizingworks, the similaritywith archaistickaryatidson sarcophagi,and especiallythe dress, have now
convinced me that a classicizingdate is closer to the mark for the prototype.E. B. Harrisonhad clearly
identified the costume as a mantle and not a peplos (op. cit. [footnote 33 above], p. 54, note 35); the
classicalparallelson Attic vases, however, cited by her and by ErikaSimon (AJA 67, 1963, p. 58 and note
75) show a short peplos, not a long mantle with the overfold. For the Cherchel/TrallesKaryatidssee H. P.
Laubscher,"Skulpturenaus Tralles," IstMitt16, 1966, pp. 115-129, esp. pp. 128-129, where a prototype
from Athens is advocated.For Karyatidson Attic sarcophagiand for the type in general see A. SchmidtFrankfurt1977, pp. 40-41, nos. W 62, 66-69.
Colinet, AntikeStutzfiguren,
For the sandalssee R. R. Holloway, Hesperia35, 1966, pp. 84-85, pl. 29. Simplerforms of the same
footwearwith side loops occur on the bronze Athena from the Piraeus and on the smaller Artemis from
the same cache; in marble they are found on the late 4th-centurystele Athens N.M. 1005. To be sure,
copyists of the Roman period may have felt free to render footwearat will, while adheringfaithfullyto the
original model for the total statue, thus producingpossibly anachronisticjuxtapositions. Since the side
loops, however, demand time and skill to be rendered in marble, their presence may have been required
by the prototype,and their evidence seems in keepingwith our stylisticevaluationof the entire statue.
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called peplos should be more properly seen as an archaistic version of the diagonal
(long) mantle, and in fact the costume appears on undoubted archaistic pieces, the
Cherchel/TrallesKaryatids.The type is also rendered on Attic sarcophagiof HadrianicAntonine date, which may nonetheless reproducean earlier (Augustan?) creation. The
specific Corinthianreplica has been given a cubic outline and a smooth draperywhich
enhance its Severe appearance,but the feet, in one piece with the body, wear a Hellenistic type of sandaland have a porcelainfinish which contrastswith the matte surface
of the drapedareas and is typicalof mid-2nd-centurysculpture.The wide cavity for the
insertion of the (portrait?)head and the separatelyattached arms suggest that all the
naked partswould have had similarfinish.
The same type of sandals and highly polished feet occur on a second monumental
sculpture, from the same find spot as the first and often called a Demeter.73A recent
analysis of the type suggests that its prototype dates from the Late Hellenistic/Early
Imperial period, since it combines a late 4th-century body and a Severe head with
classicizing curls and general severizing traits. This definition applies also to the previous figure and it is likely that both Corinthianreplicas were produced in Antonine
times in the same Neo-Attic workshopafter Athenian monuments of Augustan date.
A third piece with similarsandalsand finish is a more traditionalpeplophorosfigure
turned into an Artemis by the additionof a quiver (PI. 95:c);74 it comes from a different
area but its technicalpeculiaritiessuggest that it was made in the same atelier as the previous two, probablyat the same time. A fourth fragmentarystatue has been identifiedas
Nemesis/Tyche because traces of a wheel remain near the right foot, but a full though
headless replicaof the same type recently found at Cyrene is inscribedas "a statue of the
Kore who looks after the wheat."75The Cyrene find has the elongated proportionsand
elaboratecostume typicalof the Classicalperiod, but the treatmentof the mantle retains
a certain Severe squareness, also shared by the Corinth replica.This preference for severizing pastichesmay be significantin terms of Corinthianaims and tastes.
One more monument remains in such fragmentarystate that I mention it only
because of interestingfeatures. Identifiedat first as a head of Hephaistos, it can instead
be recognizedas one of the Dioskouroi because of its resemblanceto two statues, again
73CorinthS 67, Johnson, no. 5; SevereStyle, p. 72, no. 6. The recent analysisis by J. Raeder, "Eine
klassizistischeFrauenfigurin Rom," JdI 93, 1978, pp. 252-276.
74Artemispeplophoros:S 812 + S 820, Johnson, no. 8. By contrast, another peplophoroswhich also
seems to be a pasticheof various stylistic traits, S 1818 (AJA 39, 1935, pl. 20), does not have the same
finish and its shoes are more traditional.It should therefore be disassociatedfrom the previous group,
although belonging to the same eclectic stylistic current. For other examples of Hadrianiceclecticism at
Corinth see M. Sturgeon, "A New Group of Sculpturesfrom Ancient Corinth," Hesperia44, 1975, pp.
280-290. For severizing bodies used in connection with portraitheads see, e.g., a figure on the Great Antonine Altar at Ephesus, discussedby Inan and Rosenbaum, op. cit. (footnote 30 above), no. 42, pl. 30.
75Corinth"Nemesis":S 427; Johnson, no. 6, from west of the South Stoa. Cf. SevereStyle, pp. 72-73,
no. 7. Johnson attributesthis fragmentto the same workshopas the Demeter, S 67 (his no. 5; footnote 73
above), but the finish of its feet and the type of sandalsare different.For the Cyrene Kore, dedicatedby
Helbia Teimareta and inscribed with letters of the second half of the 2nd century after Christ, see D.
White, AJA 85, 1981, p. 23 and note 37. 1 am indebtedto Susan Kane for discussingthis statue with me.
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from Cyrene, dedicated by one Cocceianus, presumablyduring the Hadrianicperiod.76
A horse-protomesupportat Corinthcorrespondsto a similarstrut in the Cyrene group.
Stylisticinspirationcomes in general from the early Classicalperiod, but in this case too
we may be dealing with classicizingprototypescopied in Athens for distributionto other
Roman cities. Besides the Dioskouroi and the Nemesis/Kore, Roman Cyrenaicashares
with Corinth the KallimacheanMaenads and the Herculanensistypes. Thus this relatively small fragmentattests to the continuingcult of the Dioskouroi at Corinth as well
as to the city's contactswith North Africa, albeit via intermediaries.
An Attic workshop producedalso the large sarcophaguswith scenes of the Seven
against Thebes and the death of Archemoros,77but the subject seems so closely related
to near-by Nemea that a specific commission from a Corinthian citizen is plausible.
Classicizingtendencies and styles are at work in the superb pedimentalsculpturesfrom
Temple E (P1.95:d) which has now been redated to the Antonine period in its second
phase. Although the composition of the gable has not yet been discussed in detail, the
very use of freestandingsculpturalembellishment of outstanding quality on a Roman
pediment is unusual and bespeaks strong Classicalinfluence.78
Finally, this may be the place to mention the many replicas and adaptationsof
standard famous monuments of the Greek era, ranging in size from diminutive to
colossal: the Knidia, the crouching Aphrodite, the Frejus Aphrodite type, the Leaning
Satyr usually attributedto Praxiteles (the Anapauomenos), the LysippanHerakles and
many others. Their execution cannot be precisely dated, but many should fall during
76CorinthDioskouros:S 1139, Johnson, no. 24 ("Hephaistos?");Cyrene Dioskouroi:the most extensive discussion is by G. Traversariin Sculturegrechee romanedi Cirene,Padua 1959, pp. 183-208: Hadrianic, after a mid-5th-centuryB.C. prototype, with some copyist's additions, such as the pilos, which he
considersa late 4th-centuryattribute(p. 195). Note, however, that a similarhead cover is alreadypresent
in the so-called Sikyonianmetope of the Cattle Raid in Delphi (ca. 550, ArchaicStyle, p. 235, pl. 59), although poorly visible because of the fragmentarystate of the relief. To me the statues seem classicizing/eclectic. Another set of similarstatues of the Dioskouroi has been found at Perge: A. M. Mansel, AA
(JdI 71), 1956 [19581, cols. 106-108, figs. 56, 58. See also Santa Maria Scrinari, op. cit. (footnote 51
above), nos. 19, 20, with parallelscited as possible renderingsof the same type.
Corinth,horse protome:S 815, Johnson, no. 203. The line of the leg along the horse's neck makes it
clear that the supportaccompanieda male, not a female figure;connection with the head S 1139, however,
is not assuredand may be unlikelyin terms of scale.
The cult of the Dioskouroi at or near Corinthcontinued throughRoman times, as attested by several
reliefs:see, e.g., S 1533, S 2022, S 2542, S 2803 and S-72-16, althoughS 1533 is of uncertainidentification
and S 2803 comes from Dervenaki.
Johnson, no. 241 (several inv. nos.); see, most recently, E. Simon, AA (JdI 94), 1979,
77Sarcophagus:
pp. 31-45, esp. 38-43, and figs. 7-9, dated before 160. See also Michele Daumas, "L'amphorede Panaguriste et les Sept contre Thebes," AntK 21, 1978, pp. 24-32.
78TempleE: S. E. Freeman, Corinth,I, ii, Architecture,Cambridge,Mass. 1941, pp. 210-230; to the
pedimentalsculpturebelongs also Johnson, no. 11. For the redatingof the temple see P. Berich Haskell,
AJA 1980, pp. 210-211, summaryof a paperdelivered at the 100th Annual AIA Meeting.
undAkrotere
For the acroterionof a Nereid with a dolphin see A. Delivorrias,AttischeGibelskulpturen
v. Ch., Tubingen 1974, p. 130, note 563; S. Lattimore, TheMarineThiasos,Los Angeles
des 5 Jahrhundert
1976, p. 67, note 32. For the more traditionalform of Roman pedimentaldecoration, and for the discussion of possible exceptions, see S. Lattimore, "A Greek Pediment on a Roman Temple," AJA 78, 1974,
pp. 55-61, esp. p. 56 and note 21, pp. 57-58 with notes.
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the Antonine period.79Two items deserve individualmention: a large head of Dionysos
of the so-called Sardanapalostype, which can be most closely comparedto the copy in
Athens,80and two fragmentarybut unmistakablereproductions,at statuette scale, of
the veiled "Aspasia" type in which some scholars wish to recognize the Sosandraby
Kalamis. Not many replicas of this impressive sculpture are known, but a large unfinished copy comes from Baiae, again suggesting connections with Athens and its copyists' workshops.The two Corinthianfigurineswere found in the Julian and South Basilicas respectively,which could strengthenidentificationof the type as Aphrodite, a major
divinity at Corinth.81
79Knidia:Johnson, nos. 39-41, other fragmentsin storerooms.
CrouchingAphrodite:S-72-19 (statuette).
FrejusAphroditetype: S 1459; it has been conjecturedthat Johnson, no. 324, S 367, one of the Late
Antique drapedfigures, has been recut from a statue of the Frejustype: see De Grazia, no. 95. For Aphrodite figuresin generalsee the dissertationby MaryEllen CarreSoles (footnote 1 above).
Anapauomenos:head, S 451; Johnson, no. 18 ("Apollo?"; but note pointed ears); body, in reduced
scale, S 918, Johnson, no. 63.
The lower part of a small statuette in limestone(?), S 2550, shows a drapedfigure (probablymale,
since the mantle reaches only down to the ankles) flanked by a small animal with long, thin tail and large
ears. If the creaturecould be identifiedas a mouse, albeit poorly rendered, this could be a representation,
in approximateform, of the Apollo Smintheus,which has so far defied visualization.
A fragmentfrom the chest area of a peplophorosAthena with a diagonal aegis, S 1436, has been
connected by 0. Broneer (op. cit. [footnote 55 above], p. 124, no. 3 and fig. 115) with "the so-calledLemnian Athena type." The lower edge of the aegis, however, is still visible on the fragment and precludes
comparisonwith the much largerskin worn by the "Lemnia".The Corinth piece should rather be compared with the bronze Athena from the Piraeus, of which only one replica seems to be known: the socalled Mattei Athena in the Louvre. See G. B. Waywell, BSA 66, 1971, pp. 373-382; given Corinthian
history, a pre-Sullandate for our fragmentis unlikely and may weaken his argumentfor dating the statue
in Paris. That the Piraeus Athena is itself a copy has been argued by P. Bol (Grossplastikaus Bronzein
Olympia[OlForsch9, 19781, p. 45, note 4), who raises importantquestions about this complex issue and
accepts Schefold's Antonine date for the Mattei Athena in the Louvre (AntK 14, 1971, p. 41). Professor
Broneerinforms me that the "pit dug to the south of the Odeion," from which the CorinthAthena came,
was a test trench sunk into the fill near the Shear House.
Fragmentsof arms and feet at colossal scale could belong to standardtypes, but they can hardly be
recognized in their present state. Some fragmentsexhibit unique features for which I know no parallels.
The dating of copies is made more difficultby the apparentconservatismof Corinthianworkshops,which
as the Italic and North African/Asiaticworkdo not employ the drill as extensively, or as characteristically,
shops. Sculptureat Corinth, throughoutthe Roman period, retainsa certainClassicalappearance.
S 987, Johnson, no. 27; see E. Pochmarski ("Neue Beobachtungenzum
80Dionysos/Sardanapalos:
Typus Sardanapal,"OJh 50, 1972/73, pp. 41-67) for a discussionof the prototype,which is dated ca. 310,
and for a list of replicas.The Corinthianpiece is discussed on pp. 43 and 60-61 and placed early in the
Antonine period; it is considered closest to the lst-century B.C. replica in Athens from the Theater of
Dionysos, N.M. 1656.
81Aspasiatype: S 1897 + S 1904, from the South Basilica.
S 1051, from the JulianBasilica.Among the latest discussionsof the type see SevereStyle, pp. 65-69,
figs. 105-108.
The Baiaereplica:M. Napoli, BdA 39, 1954, pp. 1-10.
A new list of replicasat statuette scale could be usefully compiled; among those comparableto the
Corinth pieces in size see one in the MetropolitanMuseum, G. M. A. Richter, Catalogueof Greekand
RomanSculpture,Cambridge,Mass. 1954, no. 30, pl. 29; one in Aquileia,SantaMariaScrinari(footnote 51
di
above), no. 45, and one in Venice, G. Traversari,Sculturedel v? e jv0 SecoloA.C. del MuseoArcheologico
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Casting a general glance over the statuaryproductionof Corinth so far examined,
one is struck by the fact that stock bodies, or statuary used for portraits, are better
preserved than the outright copies of famous Greek originals. Even the severizing
group of types discussed above, which enjoyed some diffusion into the rest of the Roman world, is likely to be in imitation of some Augustan prototypes in Athens. The
picture seems so different from that of a typicalRoman town in Italy or Turkey that it
is legitimate to ask whether the copying of famous Greek originals in Corinth was
limited to specific purposes, perhapsprimarilyreligious or personal, which resulted in
more thorough elimination by the Christiansor in displaywithin areas yet to be found.
Another possible explanationis, however, that the "pure" Greeks, who lived close to
many Classical originals even during Imperial times, rejected the world of copies so
beloved by those Roman citizens more removed from the source. A hint of this attitude
may be gleaned from the fact that Pausanias tends to emphasize early works, while
downplayingthe importanceof the Roman monuments. This considerationapplies also
to his approachto Corinth, in his eyes virtuallya young colony.
Pausaniasvisited the city during the early Antonine period, and his account does
not readily coincide with ours. The traveler placed emphasis on monuments we can no
longer visualize, while omitting to describe features we would consider of great interest.
Both viewpoints agree in picturingCorinth as a prosperouscity with many cults and
civic buildings, but, to judge from sculpturalclues, reality may have been more impressive than Pausanias'concise descriptionmay lead us to believe.82
THE THIRD CENTURY

Corinth under the Severans has received relatively little attention, yet this is likely
to have been one of the most impressive phases in the architecturaland sculptural
development of the city. One historicallyattested event, the expected visit of Caracalla
in 214-217, did not in fact materialize, and some of the hasty preparationsfor this
imperial inspection may suggest a relatively inexpensive program of shifting statues
from one location to another and of rededicating earlier monuments. One statuary
group, at least, was being carved for the occasion, to cater to Caracalla'smegalomaniac
identificationwith Achilles: a fragmentaryhorse in a sitting position has been convincingly integratedby Robinson as the Centaur Chiron instructinghis pupil.83Under SepVenezia,Venice 1973, no. 3 (completed with a head cast from a statuette of the same size in the Antiquariumdel Celio, Rome).
82An interestingmonument assigned to the first half of the 2nd century is a Dea Roma, apparently
executed in bronze, sitting on a rocky base reproducingthe Seven Hills of Rome, each inscribed:H. Robinson, Hesperia43, 1974, pp. 470-480, pls. 101-106. Another Dea Roma could perhapsbe visualizedin a
fragmentof a drapedfemale figure who wears a mantle in male fashion, looped over the left shoulder:S
158, Johnson, no. 116.
83Chiron:S 2804, H. Robinson, AJA 73, 1969, pp. 193-197; for the shifting of statues (also discussed
by Robinson) see, e.g., the feet found in the Peribolos of Apollo which joined a togatus body from the
Theater:BCH 91, 1967, p. 635, fig. 3.
On Caracalla'sinterest in Achilles see also Victorinevon Gonzenbach, Studiesin ClassicalArt and Archaeology(FestschriftP. H. von Blanckenhagen),Locust Valley, N.Y. 1979, pp. 283-290.
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timius Severus, however, more extensive projectsmust have been carriedout, to judge
from the archaeologicalevidence.
Today the most impressive of them is the so-called Captives' Facade. Originally
dated to the mid-2nd century, this elaborate two-storeyedstructurehas now been correctly placed within the Severan period, on the basis of its relationshipto other monuments in the Forum. This chronologycan be confirmedon sculpturalevidence: not only
the stumpy figures decoratingthe bases of the colossal prisoners,which celebrate Severus' Parthianvictories, but also such details as the wind-blown rosette in one of the
coffers, a Severan motif. The Captives themselves are in more traditionalHellenistic
style, without the excessive drilling typical of much Severan sculpture, but the carving
of their hair and the very concept expressed by them are well in keeping with this
higher chronology.The busts of Sol and Luna decoratingtwo more coffers find parallels
in similarpanels recently excavated at Aphrodisias.84
Connections between Corinth and Aphrodisiascan be argued on other grounds. A
remarkablegroup of three figures (P1.96:a-c) displaysa peculiarmannerismin the.fragmented rendering of digitations over the ribs, which can be paralleledin some sculptures from the Cariancity. Another Aphrodisiantrait is the carving of a stomach vein
which bifurcates near the groin. Combined with the high polish and the unfamiliar
white marble with bluish impurities,these features may suggest that these statues were
imported from Asia Minor or, more likely, that some Aphrodisian masters were
brought to Corinth together with some of their customary material. The statues in
question (a seminude Apollo citharode [S 774, P1. 96:bI, a nude male torso [S 2336, P1.
96:aI and a man in a chitoniskos [S 2337, P1. 96:cI, to which another, more heavily
draped Apollo citharode can be added on the basis of findspot, material, and finish)
have a roughly worked back and were meant to be seen from a set viewpoint, but it is
impossibleto say whether they belonged to a pediment.85The man in chitoniskos recalls
84Captives'Fatade: R. Stillwell, Corinth,I, ii, Architecture,Cambridge, Mass. 1941; the coffers are
illustratedon p. 72, fig. 48, and cf. fig. 56 on p. 81 for the wind-blownrosette. See also Johnson, nos.
217-226 (the cofferswith Sol and Luna, S 195, are Johnson, no. 226). Johnson, no. 97 (S 709) is probably
an arm to the elbow, ratherthan a thigh and knee, and belongs to a Captive (it was rightly rejectedas a
HellenisticGaul by R. Wenning, Die Galateranatheme
AttalosI, Berlin 1978, p. 30, note 178, pl. 13:4). Both
Johnson and Stillwell dated the structureto the mid-2nd century, a date followed by A. Schmidt-Colinet
(footnote 72 above) in her catalogueof the Captives (nos. W 20, M 56). Wiseman, p. 523, dates "late in
the second century," but his caption to fig. 13 reads "ca. A.D. 200." Vermeule (pp. 83-88, figs. 27-30)
attributedthe sCulpturesto the Severan period;see also JHS-AR1963-64, p. 7. For additionalrelief figures
from a balustradesee Hesperia38, 1969, p. 45, note 12 and pl. 15:b.
For wind-blownacanthusin the Severan period see the propylonat Cyrene, D. Strong, Societyfor
LibyanStudies,4th AnnualReport, 1972/73, pp. 27-35. The Aphrodisiascoffers have not yet been published, but see M. J. Mellink, AJA 84, 1980, p. 511.
85Aphrodisian
group:Seminude Apollo citharode:S 774 and other fragments,Johnson, nos. 16 and 19.
Male torso (with bifurcatedvein): S 2336.
Man with chitoniskos:S 2337 (includingS 790).
DrapedApollo Citharode:S 773, Johnson, no. 115 (plus other fragments).
This group of statues, with others, is discussed by E. Capps,Jr., Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 551-556; the
man with chitoniskos (figs. 9, 10) is describedas wearing two costumes, but it is only one, belted. Other
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a figure from Baiae in the Odysseus/Polyphemussaga;86interestingly,a Corinthiancoin
of Septimius Severus shows a Skylla fountain within a rectangularbuilding, and it is
tempting to reconstruct some Odyssean tableau within the city.87The only piece that
can be associated with a fountain at present, however, is a female head wearing a spirally fluted kalathos and pierced by a waterpipe.Although patterned after 5th-century
styles, the high polish of the face combined with the roughercarvingof the hair strands
suggests a 3rd-centurydate.88
If the Severans are responsiblefor contacts between Corinth and Aphrodisias,they
may also have strengthened those with Africa, specificallyLeptis Magna. A colossal
Skylla-likebust with a pattern of fins or seaweed on its cheeks formed the centerpiece
of a medallion from the Theater.89Fragmentsof another creaturewith similar "growth"
display a monstrous nose different from that of the Skylla figure, so that at least two
types, one beautiful and one ugly, alternatedin the series of frames. This arrangement
recalls that of the Severan Forum at Leptis Magna, with Skylla and Medusa.90Other
African links are suggested by puzzling marble rods which may represent elephant
tusks; they have been found in the cult building of the Demeter sanctuaryon Akrokorinthos and recall (at much larger scale) the elephant heads on the pteryges of some
earliercuirassedstatues.
Other monuments can be dated to the 3rd century, but more tentatively. A large
floral capitalwith four kneeling captives at the corners may repeat the same concept of
Parthianvictories as the Colossal Facade, while also repeating a motif (the acanthus
column) from the previous century.91Two over-life-sized archaisticstatues have been
dated around 225 in connection with a refurbishingof the Odeion where they probably
good photographsin Scranton, op. cit. (footnote 38 above), pl. 28:2 and AJA 41, 1937, p. 542, fig. 4, for
detail of the digitations,to which comparethe pugilistsfrom Aphrodisiasand other figures:AJA 72, 1968,
pls. 55, 56 and K. T. Erim in Inan and Alfoldi Rosenbaum (footnote 39 above), nos. 190, 191, pl. 143. For
a discussion of the bifurcatedvein see B. S. Ridgway, ClassicalSculpture,Catalogueof the Art Museum,
Rhode IslandSchool of Design, Providence 1972, pp. 67-68, no. 25.
86Figurefrom Baiae:B. Andreae, AntP 14, 1974, p. 74, fig. 22.
87Skyllafountain on coins: K. M. Edwards, Corinth,VI, Coins 1896-1929, Cambridge,Mass. 1933,
no. 192 and pl. V. For another fragmentwhich recalls the SperlongaHellenistic renderingsSee S 688 a, b,
Johnson, no. 83. S. Lattimoreagrees with Lippoldthat it is a replicaof the Ares Ludovisi: AJA 83, 1979,
pp. 72-73, no. 9 and note 25, pl. 6, fig. 13.
88Femalehead from fountain:S 2639 (from a 12th-centuryfill at the north end of a Byzantineconstruction):Hesperia31, 1962, pp. 114-115, pl. 42:a.
89Femalebust from Theater:S 431 plus other fragments;Johnson, no. 228. My identificationis undoubtedlycolored by the knowledge that a Skylla fountain existed at Corinth; other interpretationscould
perhapsbe suggested.
90Nosefrom companionpiece:S 421, Johnson, no. 229; cf. no. 228.
Forum at Leptis Magna:R. BianchiBandinelliet al., LeptisMagna, Rome 1963, figs. 115-120, esp.
120.
91Captives'Capital:0. Broneer, AJA 39, 1935, p. 66, pl. 19:A; the head S 694, Johnson, no. 91, has
now been joined to one of the figures on the capital.For two acanthuscolumns, probablyAntonine, see
Hesperia45, 1976, pp. 129-131, fig. 4 and pl. 16. A cruderblock retainsthe figure of a captiveon one side,
acanthusvegetation on the other: AJA 40, 1936, p. 473.
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functioned as Karyatidssince they are rendered in mirrorimage.92Their brandof archaistic is quite different from the stilted imitations of the Augustan period, but further
removed from true Archaicrenderings.
Copies of Greek works continue to be made, but no longer as faithfullyas before.
A spectacularhead in veristic style looks almost like a contemporaryportrait,but it has
been correctly identified as a replica of the Athenian Menander carved with such extreme realism that all Classical appearanceis lost. Among the many copies of that
famous monument, the Corinthian piece seems closest to a replica in Athens, once
again pointing out the continuing links between the two cities.93Statuette versions of
large-scaleprototypesfrom Classicaltimes can be remarkablyflat and elongated, almost
relief-like, perhapsbecause marble for private purposes is expensive and was being reused. Particularlyinterestingare a small replicaof the Artemis Rospigliosi type94and an
Aphrodite primarilyknown from Rhodian copies (S 429, P1. 96:d), so that a Rhodian
cult image has been suggested as prototype, perhapsrepresentingArtemis/Hekate. The
Corinthianpiece retains the schematic legs of an Eros perched on the back of the figure, so that at least this replicacan be identified as Aphrodite. A colossal renderingof
the same type is also known from Athens, so that it is difficult to say whether the
statuette links Corinthwith the island or with the near-bycity.95
Portraitscontinue to be producedin abundance, although no cuirassedstatues and
togati have been identified. None of the Severans has been convincingly recognized
among the heads, and a possible "young Caracalla"may simply be a contemporary
youth or even somebody from an earlier era.96A beautiful head of Gordian III may be
the only imperialportraitrecovered from this century.97A striking head in marble had
beard and hair added in stucco, in an Egyptianizingtechnique; other male faces seem
92ArchaisticKaryatids:S 1365 and S 1368; see Broneer, op. cit. (footnote 55 above), pp. 117-124, nos.
1, 2, pls. 15, 16, figs. 111-114; also ArchaicStyle, pp. 109, 118 and figs. 64, 65.
93Menanderhead: S 2679; G. M. A. Richter, The Portraitsof the Greeks,2nd ed., London 1965, no.
42, figs. 1624-1626, p. 233.
94ArtemisRospigliosistatue:S 1594. A large replicaof the same type, of much better workmanship,is
also known from Corinth (S 2392): AJA 43, 1939, pp. 266-267 and fig. 9; Scranton, op cit. (footnote 38
above), p. 70, pl. 27:1. For a discussionof the type and a list of replicassee L. Beschi in Sculturegrechee
romanedi Cirene,Padua 1959, pp. 255-297; the Corinthpiece is no. 26 on p. 268.
95"Rhodian"Aphrodite at Corinth: S 429, Johnson, no. 53; another replica, also flat but better: S
2491. The type has been most recently discussed by G. S. Merker (The HellenisticSculptureof Rhodes,
SIMA 40, 1973, pp. 27-28, nos. 19-35), who also evaluates the colossal version from the Athenian Agora.
For a variantof the type which includes a bird and a tree, from Cyprus,see K. Nicolau, AJA 84, 1980, pl.
11:12.The Rhodianexamples from the Italianexcavationsare now publishedby G. Gualandi,"Sculturedi
Rodi," ASAtene54, n.s. 38, 1976 [19791,pp. 130-137, nos. 88-103.
96YoungCaracalla:S 1470, E. Askew, AJA 35, 1931, pp. 442-447, figs. 1, 3; H. von Heintze, RumMitt
73-74, 1966-67, p. 205, note 83; De Grazia, no. 34; Vermeule, p. 305, fig. 159. Although the hairstyle
recalls African coiffures and the curls over the forehead imitate the Serapis type, something in the face
remindsme of the Athenianportraitof LuciusVerus, Athens N.M. 350, JdI 86, 1971, p. 219, figs. 9, 10.
97GordianIII (A.D. 238-244): S-74-30; BCH, 1975, p. 604, fig. 39; see also C. G. Koehler, PaperAbstracts,78th General Meeting of the AIA, p. 10, where the classicizingcharacterof the head is stressed.
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recut from Julio-Claudianportraits,as has been suggested for the Julius Caesar.98One
more strikinghead (S 1155, P1. 97:a) deserves special mention. Considered Flavian by
Johnson and early Augustan by De Grazia, it could perhapsbe as late as Caracalla'sor
even the Tetrarchicperiod because of its slanting forehead and prominent frown; its
Classical traits, on the other hand, could be explained as part of that Greek tradition
that is ever present at Corinth through the various Roman phases.99Whatever the
head's true date, it is certainly one of the best pieces of carving from the city. Other
works of high quality, however, can be assigned to this period with confidence, and
outstandingportraitscome even from the following centuries, usually considered periods of decline elsewhere. Rather than a backwatercity with limited cultural activity,
3rd-centuryCorinthseems to have been an active and progressivecenter, in touch with
the rest of the Roman world. The active marble trade made possible on a large scale by
the wide Roman network of communications more than compensated for any local
deficiency.
THE 4TH, 5TH AND 6TH CENTURIES

This picture of sculpturalproductivitycan surprisinglybe extended into the following three centuries which mark the end of our review. Corinthiancarving is represented largely by portraitsbecause they can be more readily identified, but building.
activities continue and structures may still be given relief decoration, although some
appear stylistically primitive.100Christian basilicas are erected within this period, the
great baths are still in use, and Corinth has a reputationfor juridicalskills.101The great
earthquakesof 365 and 375 may have prompteda refurbishingof statues: some draped
bodies in late style have in fact been recut from earlier sculpturesor from architectural
98Egyptianizing
head:S 1181; De Grazia,no. 37, dated to the periodof AlexanderSeverus.
For a possible Julio-Claudianhead recut in the 3rd century see S 1802, De Grazia, no. 45. For the
Julius Caesar see footnote 31 above. *A return to early Imperial forms, for a variety of reasons, is
undeniable.
99HeadS 1155, Johnson, no. 159; De Grazia, no. 3. The sharplyrecedingforehead, noticeableonly in
profileview, is unparalleledin Julio-Claudianmonuments. Although not compellingas proof of late date,
the context from which this head came contained only 3rd- and 6th-centurypieces, either built into late
walls or from the vicinity, as listed by De Grazia in her Table of Distribution.Head S 1155 would represent the only exception. The cuttingon its back may also be indicativeof late date.
For outstandingheads from this period see, e.g., the so-called philosopherfrom Isthmia, S 2415, De
Grazia,no. 46; Harrison,op. cit. (footnote 30 above), pl. 47:b; most recentlydiscussedby Inan and Alfoldi
Rosenbaum, op. cit. (footnote 39 above), no. 108, p. 157 and note 5.
10'Forsuch late carvingssee, e.g., Johnson, no. 310 (S 26, probablyshowing a knotted column), no.
320 (S 204), and perhapsalso no. 300 (S 210), not a drapedfigure but a head with wings, as is clear when
the figure in Johnson is turned clockwise 90?. The right eye of the face is almost entirely preserved.For
other late reliefs see also Broneer, op. cit. (footnote 55 above), figs. 106-110.
0'1Corinthand juridicalskills: mentioned by several 4th-centurywriters, especiallyLibaniusof Antioch
(A.D. 336-340). For Hellenistic praises to Corinthianjudges see N. Robertson, "A CorinthianInscription
RecordingHonors at Elis for CorinthianJudges," Hesperia45, 1976, pp. 253-266.
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members (P1. 97:b).102They rank, however, among the latest known from Greek soil.
Limestone is still being used, and a headless bust from the Julian Basilica may be as
late as the 5th or 6th century.103The sack and destruction by Alaric in 395 may have
caused more drastic damage, but 5th- and 6th-century portraits indicate that life in
Corinth continued at a high level, perhapsat this time with complete sculpturalindependence from Athens.
Three heads may therefore close our review: the striking head of a bearded man
from the 4th century (P1. 97:c),104 the portraitof a bearded priest from the 5th (P1.
97:d),105and a female face with such Classicaltraits that Johnson could date her to the
1st century after Christ, but which, as De Grazia has seen, is more likely to belong to
the 6th.106She is a fitting epitome of the great traditionso consistently kept alive in the
outstandingsculpturefrom Corinth.
BRUNILDE SISMONDO RIDGWAY
BRYNMAWRCOLLEGE

Departmentof Classicaland Near EasternArchaeology
Bryn Mawr,PA 19010
102Seefootnote 79 above (S 367) and Johnson, no. 326 (S 822, from an architecturalblock) and no.
328 (S 925, probablyfrom a beam). De Grazia suggests that S 2224 (her no. 94) has been recut from a
female figure, duringthe first half of the 6th century.
103Limestonebust: S 1141, Johnson, no. 322; De Grazia, no. 113.
104Fourth
centuryman: S 1199, Johnson, no. 168; De Grazia,no. 52.
105Fifthcenturypriest:S 920, Johnson, no. 321; De Grazia, no. 53.
106Sixthcenturywoman:S 986, Johnson, no. 164; De Grazia,no. 63.
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e. S 1200. Funerarybanquetrelief

f. S l024bis. Zeuxipposrelief
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a. S 2690.Panrelief

c. S 686.ArchaisticHermeskriophoros

b. A 2302.Hekataion

d. S 1445A.Portraitof priest
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a. S 1088. Portraitof Nero son of
Germanicus(?)

b. S 2272. Portraitof Domitian
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d. S 1081. Cuirassedstatue:
Victoriesand a trophy
c. S 1798. Portraitof Antoninus Pius
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a. S 2666.Headof a girlfromAkrokorinthos
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c. S 2384.HeadfrompedestalS 193(?)

d. S 193.Reliefpedestal:dancingMaenads
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a. S 1449. Neo-Attic relief: Hera and Zeus

b. S 68. Demeteror Kore (?)
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b. S 774. Seminude Apollo citharode
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c. S 1199. Beardedman. Fourth centuryafter
Christ
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